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Abstract

In developing the model of the measurement equipment which would accurately analyze convertor

station data and present the time-domain behavior of the radiated frequencies of interest, it was essential

to first understand the operation of the convertor station. This was the starting point in not only

understanding how and when the radiated energy could be expected to exceed the limits put in place for

the safe operation of convertor stations but also in understanding the nature of the radiated energy itself.

Fast-varying or slowly-varying, regularly or irregularly spaced disturbances, or intermittent narrow-

band disturbances – all contribute to the wide spectrum of the nature of radiation from convertor stations.

  The guiding document for the thesis work has been CISPR 16-1-1 (International Special

Committee on Radio Interference part 16-1-1) which specifies the characteristics and performance of

equipment for the measurement of radiated interference. However, in modeling the receiver equipment

an understanding of the principles behind the working of a receiver and its key components was central

to the idea of the equipment used specially for measuring radiated interference. A simplified model of

an EMI receiver which captured its basic functionality was developed as a result of this understanding

and background. The entire design process, starting with filtering at the input stage, followed by mixing

stages  and  the  final  filtering  and  detector  stages  was  carried  out  with  the  aim  of  fulfilling  the

requirements of CISPR 16-1-1.  The key requirements, such as bandwidth, selectivity, response to

standard pulses and suppression of spurious and image responses, related to the receiver’s characteristics

and functioning were then studied using the receiver model and the results noted and compared with

those of a standard CISPR receiver. As part of the results, it will be shown that the basic functionality

of an EMI receiver has been successfully captured by the equipment model.

The aim of this thesis was to develop a model of a receiver which could be quickly used to analyze

radiated interference levels from data captured at the output of the antenna equipment used to measure

radiated energy. Active circuits were mainly used in developing this model for the ease with which the

design and simulations could be carried out in OrCAD. This was not to be a PCB implementation which

would require additional circuitry – a scope which is too wide for the thesis work (and also given the

time constraint). Rather, this was to be a receiver model which would mimic the advanced functioning

of an EMI receiver, though with limited capability where the dynamic range and the wide array of

dynamic equipment adjustments (through tunable oscillators and tunable filters) an EMI receiver

provides. The testing of this receiver model was carried out as far as possible based on the test setups

recommended in CISPR, and all results have been compared with the standards laid down for the model.

Using the results, it will be shown that a CISPR EMI receiver can be modeled as a simple EMI receiver

consisting of filtering, mixing and detecting circuits built according to specifications.
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1. Introduction

Radio Frequency Interference or RFI from high voltage electric installations has been related to

interference  with  AM broadcast  in  the  past.  This  aspect  has  been  studied  in  some  detail  and  is  well

documented in literature. Relevant standards such as the ‘Specification for radio disturbance and

immunity measuring apparatus and methods Part 1-1’ of the International Special Committee on Radio

Interference [1] (CISPR 16) and CISPR 18 [2], also cover this aspect of radio frequency interference

from power installations. However there is little that has been documented in relation to RFI from High

Voltage (HV) and Medium Voltage (MV) substations.

Founded in 1921, “The Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE) [3], is an

international non-profit association for promoting collaboration with experts from all around the world

by sharing knowledge and joining forces to improve electric power systems of today and tomorrow.”[4]

The Joint Working Group  (JWG) CIGRE/CIRED C4.202 has proposed RFI limits for substations in

relation to voltage levels and power rating based on the levels in IEC (International Electro-technical

Committee) 62236-2.[5] [3] Several significant outcomes of the work related to guidelines for RFI from

substations (of this Working Group) have been the recalculation of requirements in some available

standards, establishing the reference RFI level requirement for a given radio receiver, along with the

proposed RFI limits for substations – including High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) and Flexible AC

Transmission systems (FACTS). The design of the EMI receiver undertaken in this thesis work takes

into account the guidelines laid down by CISPR 16-1-1 while referring to CIGRE/CIRED C4.202 for

understanding the principles behind the requirements.

In recent times, the replacement of analog radio transmission with digital radio transmission

utilizing broader bandwidths has changed the scenario with regard to RFI measurements to a great

extent. Additionally, modern-day power electronics equipment and semiconductors employ fast

switching techniques. Higher frequencies are produced from the application of fast-switching electronic

devices. [3] Other important considerations for the measurement of RFI from HV and MV substations

are the physical size of the substation and the measurement distance which should be in the same order

as the size of the installation. The presence of significant background noise and variation in attenuation

with frequency are other considerations which have to be factored into any measurement of RFI from

substations [3]. All these aspects are covered in great detail in CIGRE/CIRED C4.202.

CISPR 16 specifies the characteristics and performance of equipment for the measurement of

radio disturbance in the frequency range 9 KHz to 18 GHz. The specifications in this standard apply to

EMI receivers and spectrum analyzers. Certain characteristics of measuring receivers such as the

bandwidths of IF filters, charging and discharging time constants of detectors and response to standard
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pulses of varying Pulse Repetition Frequencies (PRFs) are listed in this document along with the specific

methods for testing of measuring receivers.

Typically, an EMI receiver consists of multiple filtering and mixing stages followed by a detecting

stage. The two types of detecting stages studied in this thesis are the peak and quasi-peak modes.  Peak

detection is related to the maximum level of the signal while quasi-peak detection provides a response

that is proportional to the perceived level of the disturbing effect on human beings. [3] This effect is

generally  perceived  to  be  higher  in  case  of  higher  pulse  repetition  frequencies  than  in  case  of  low

repetition frequencies.[3]

A brief introduction for the operation of a convertor station is provided in the next section. The

introduction to a convertor station is provided with the objective of understanding the nature of

emissions  from  a  convertor  station.  Subsequent  sections  detail  the  various  requirements  of  the  EMI

receiver  used  to  measure  radiated  interference.  The  design  principles  and  the  exact  methods  used  in

designing the various stages of an EMI receiver form the major part of this thesis work.
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2. Background

When electric power was introduced in 1880, it quickly became apparent how useful the distribution of

electric power would be. Electric power could be utilized by consumers who were not located close to

the site of power generation. Efficient transportation became the key factor in the drive to make electric

power readily available, cheap and convenient to use.

Transmission of electric power over long distances is not possible without incurring losses. Losses

are greatly reduced if the voltage is high. Usually, electric power transmission is carried out using three-

phase alternating current. Three conductors are used to transmit power with as low loss as possible. In

contrast, when direct current is used for transmitting power only one conductor is involved. The losses

in HVDC transmission, whenever large amounts of power are concerned, are reduced when compared

with the three-phase method.

2.1 HVDC (High Voltage Direct Current) Operation

The world’s first HVDC transmission link was commissioned in 1954 between the mainland of

Sweden and the island of Gotland. The link had a capacity of 20 MW. Since then, HVDC technology

has  evolved  from  the  use  of  valves  based  on  the  mercury-arc  technique  to  thyristor  valves  –  first

developed and commercially used in 1970. One of the biggest HVDC links is ITAIPU in Brazil with a

total capacity of 6300 MW. [6]

An HVDC transmission link consists of three main components – a station to convert the

alternating current to direct current, a transmission component in the form of an overhead line or cable

and a station to convert the direct current back to alternating current. Overall, HVDC transmits power

with fewer losses than an AC link, taking into account factors such as the amount of power and the

distance over which it is transmitted. The fundamental reason lies in the nature of AC power itself where

the direction of current has to change 100 times in one second. The power needed to change the direction

of current in a line is called reactive power. The reactive power has to be compensated with extra current

in the AC line and the extra current also gives more losses in a line. Another advantage of a DC link lies

in the fact that in an AC line the voltage changes between a positive peak value and a negative peak

value and consequently the installation has to adapt itself continuously to these two extremes. However,

the effective or root-mean-square (RMS) value of the voltage corresponds to the value of a DC voltage

producing the same power when applied to a resistor. Hence a DC link is better as it involves “full”

utilization of the conductor. In addition, a grid that is supplied with DC does not increase the short-

circuit current. This is ensured by converters that are in operation in a DC link which limit the value of

current  based on other  sources and loads.  This  implies  that  cheaper  circuit-breakers,  simpler  bus bar
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arrangements in switchgear and simpler safety arrangements can be employed.[7] DC current has greater

reach and that means less land has to be cleared for installing support masts.

2.2     The Development of HVDC Technology

An HVDC converter station converts AC to DC, but can also provide conversion from DC to

AC. At any time the system as a whole is capable of providing power flow in only one direction.

Electronic converters for HVDC are of two types: [8]

· Line-commutated converters (LCC)

· Voltage-source converters or current-source converters (VSC)

Line-commutated converters are more commonly used in HVDC systems today.  A valve, or the

switching element used in an LCC system consists of six electronic switches each connecting one of the

three phases to one of the two DC rails. [8] Valves required for HVDC operation are controlled valves,

which means that in the non-conducting state they are able to sustain a voltage in the forward direction

called the forward blocking voltage. A control pulse or firing pulse provided to valves is required for the

transition from blocking state to conducting state. The valve remains in the conducting state till the

current through the valve is reduced to zero. In a valve group, a valve in one phase remains in the

conducting state until the valves in the following phase take over the current. This process is called

commutation. [6] Valves do not conduct current in the reverse direction.

The active component used in valves in LCCs is the thyristor. The thyristor is similar to a diode

except for an extra control terminal that is used to switch on the device at particular instants during the

AC cycle. In LCC technology, the thyristor cannot be switched off with a control signal. The valve

ceases to conduct when the voltage reverses.  Thyristor valves are built up using large numbers of

thyristors in series because the voltages in HVDC systems far exceeds the breakdown voltage capacity

of a single thyristor. In an LCC system, there is no change in direction of DC current. [8]

In voltage-source converter (VSC) systems, the active element providing both turn-on and turn-

off is the insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). The IGBTs can be switched on and off many times

per cycle to improve the harmonic performance. The polarity of the DC voltage is fixed and is smoothed

by  a  large  capacitance  and  is  almost  constant.  These  features  of  VSC  systems  make  them  self-

commutated which implies that the converter does not rely on synchronous machines in the AC system

for its operation. VSCs are capable of feeding power to an AC network which can consist of only passive

loads which is not possible with LCC. [8]

ABB  uses  the  names  HVDC  Classic  and  HVDC  Light  for  its  LCC  and  VSC  technologies,

respectively. HVDC Classic was the first developed technology and is used for transmission over long

distances, overland or subsea and for interconnecting separate power grids. [9] Classic HVDC has a

power rating of more than 100 megawatts (MW) and it is typically in the range 100-10000 MW. Classic

technology uses overhead lines, or undersea/ underground cables or a combination of cables or lines. [9]
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HVDC Light was launched by ABB in 1997 and can be used to transmit power in the 50-1200

MW range. Power is transmitted using overhead lines or using environment friendly underground and

subsea cables. It is used for grid interconnections and offshore links to wind farms and oil and gas

platforms. [9] HVDC Light is currently in its fourth generation and developments have made it possible

to handle higher DC voltages. Custom designed series-connected press-back insulated gate bipolar

transistors (IGBTs) have been the cornerstone of Light technology since its first generation. [9] The

IGBT used as the active component in valves provides forward blocking only. The IGBT can be switched

off with a control signal and provide forced commutation up to 2000 Hz.

Table  1  provides  a  comparison  of  the  key  features  of  HVDC  Light  and  HVDC  Classic

technologies.

HVDC Light HVDC Classic

1. Power from 50-1200 MW Power up to 8000 MW

2. Suitable for both submarine and land

cable connections

Long submarine cable connections

3. IGBT used as active component in

valves

Thyristor used as active component in

valves

4. Only forward blocking capability Both forward and reverse blocking

5. IGBT  can  be  switched  off  with  a

control signal

Thyristor cannot be switched off with a

control signal

6. Forced commutation up to 2000 Hz Line commutated, 50/60 Hz

Table 1. Comparison of HVDC Light and Classic [9]

2.3 HVDC Applications

While HVDC can be used in most power transmission applications, it is particularly advantageous

in some technical and economic aspects such as [6] –

1. Long  distance  power  transmission:  HVDC  offers  lower  transmission  costs  in  terms  of

cheaper transmission lines and better power system stability.

2. Long distance water crossing: The reactive power flow due to cable capacitance in case of

an AC link limits the maximum distance for transmission. No such limits exist for HVDC.

3. Different frequencies: Several AC systems having different frequencies may be

interconnected with an HVDC system.

4. Interconnection of non-synchronous networks: An AC interconnection between two large

non-synchronous networks places huge demands on the AC link. The main reason for this

being that the power flow on the link is difficult to control. Additionally, synchronization is

another demand placed on the AC link. However, in the design of the ratings of a DC link
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only the intended power transfer demand has to be considered. Therefore a DC link can be

designed with a lower rating than an AC link.

5. Feeding of city areas: A DC transmission scheme has the advantage of requiring less area.

A DC link also does not increase the short-circuit capacity and fault current levels often

being high in city areas, DC links offer another advantage.

2.4 Generation of Radio Frequency Interference from HVDC Converter Stations

All electrical equipment, including lines and substation equipment, energized to high voltages can

produce electromagnetic interference. The propagation of EM (electromagnetic) waves is mostly via

direct radiation but emissions from strong local sources may also propagate via high frequency currents

in connecting lines. Corona, or the breakdown of air close to a conductor, from substation equipment is

well-documented and a substation represents a significant concentration of corona sources. The

commutation process in power electronic equipment causes high frequency currents to circulate in the

connecting bus work and ground system. [3] The radiation from these high frequency current loops may

be  significant  due  to  the  large  antenna  area  (loop  current  multiplied  with  loop  area).  In  general,  the

radiation is determined by the frequency, the current amplitude and the distance between the line used

and the return path (the antenna area). On the other hand, a substation may be considered as a “point

source” as the direct radiation from a substation affects only the close surroundings. The disturbance

propagating via lines can reach a much larger area.

Certain types of discharge activities in air can result in RFI [3]:

1. Corona is the local electrical breakdown of air close to a conductor or a metallic object which

is charged to high voltage [3]. When the local electric field exceeds the capacity of air to

withstand this field, electric breakdown results. All fittings, insulators and equipment energized

to high voltage may generate corona. The degree of corona depends on design and weather

conditions.

2. Sparking or gap discharge is the electrical breakdown of air between two metallic objects

forming a small capacitor. Conducting parts of power lines or substations, even metallic fences,

when located in a strong electric field of high voltage power lines and associated equipment can

become electrically charged [3]. Even if the parts are electrically floating, i.e. not connected to

a conductor or to earth, the potential difference between adjacent conducting parts may increase

leading to breakdown in the gap. The energy in the discharge is higher than that for corona. The

discharge impulse has a steep rise time and consequently a band of frequencies is produced and

emitted. Sparking occurs if the contact between different metallic parts is bad as a result of

oxidation or normal ageing of equipment. [3]

3. Arcing occurs when ionized air forms part of the conductor for current. Arcing may occur

due to a broken conductor or a phase earth fault. It is only of a short duration as the protective
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system disconnects the faulty circuit. Consequently, arcing is not of concern regarding RFI from

power stations [3].

Radio frequency interference is also generated from substations at commutation events. As

commutation involves switching events, it produces transients in voltage and current. The high

frequency currents become a source for RFI emission as they spread through connecting circuits.

Commutations are current switching events. At commutations in power electronic equipment such

as HVDC and FACTS, current is commutated from one current path to another current path. Due to the

switching involved, transients are produced. In line commutation, the current commutation is driven by

the network voltage. In forced commutation, the power electronic components such as insulated gate

bipolar transistors (IGBTs), take a much more active part in the process, both at turn-on and turn-off.

Transients at valve firing may introduce ringing in the parasitic circuit elements that can cause RFI at

ringing frequencies. [3]

2.5 Propagation of RFI

Figure 1 provides an overview of RFI from an HV substation which propagates to the

surroundings [3].

Zone E indicates a zone where the direct wave RFI from high power electronic installation

dominates. The RFI depends on the internal design of the power electronic installation and the screening

effect of the building, which houses the installation [3].

In Zone S, the high frequency current from the high power electronic equipment penetrates into

the structures of the high voltage switchyard. The current loop will be closed via the earth grid. The

combination of the high frequency current Is and the high voltage bus structures act as magnetic dipole

antennae and as a source for RFI emissions [3]. RFI due to corona and sparking in high voltage

Figure 2. Overview of RFI from a substation with HVDC or FACTS installation [JWG c4.2]

IE

IS IL

ZONE E ZONE S ZONE L

HV SUBSTATION

High Power Electronics

Figure 1[3]. Overview of RFI from substation with HVDC or FACTS installation
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equipment is also present in Zone S.

In Zone L, some fraction of the high frequency current in the high voltage switchyard penetrates

further out as guided waves in the conducting lines causing radiated emissions from line current IL. The

RFI emission from the line is representative of the emission from the substation [3].

2.6 Measurement of RFI

The EM levels from substations are specified referring to the location and distance from

the source. Measurement distances are also dependent on the voltage level. For substations for voltages

more than 245 kV, the measurement distance is 200 m. [3] Some standards call for the limitation of

electrical noise in the power supply cord for controlling the disturbances in the low voltage network.

CISPR 18 has guidelines for measuring corona activity at 0.5 MHz, the frequency at which corona

activity usually exists. It should be noted that a highly sensitive EMI receiver will hardly be placed very

close to a switchyard. [3]

Figure 2 shows the contour line around a power substation with a connecting line, along

which the limit of 100 μV/m or 40 dBμV/m applies.[3] The measurements are carried out at three

positions along the circumference and at one position along the overhead line at the specified distance.

Figure 2.  Contour line along which the limit of 100 μV/m or 40 dBμV/m applies [3]

In general, the antennas used for measurement should not be located close to the overhead lines or power

cables when measuring RFI from substations. The antenna should not be shielded by metallic structures.

Most importantly, there should be a free line of sight between the installation and the antenna. Loop

antennas should be oriented in the direction giving the highest electric field. This is applied when

measuring the field at a single frequency but cannot be used when scanning a complete frequency range.

For scanning a frequency range, the antenna is directed in two orthogonal directions and the maximum

field level is estimated as the RMS sum of the two fields. The loop antenna should be directed with the

face against the source under test for measuring the radial magnetic field and with the edge against the

source for measuring the transverse field. The loop antenna is shown in figure 3. The bilog antenna is

used for measurements above 30 MHz and is directed towards the source as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 3. Measurement of RFI in the range 9 kHz to 30 MHz [3] Figure 4. Measurement of RFI in the range 30

MHz to 1 GHz [3]

3. Theory

All RFI measurements from power system equipment should be performed in accordance with CISPR

16 [1]. Using the definition from the CISPR 16 document –“CISPR 16-1-1 is a basic EMC standard

which specifies the characteristics and performance of equipment for the measurement of radio

disturbance in the frequency range 9 kHz to 18 GHz”.[1] The specifications in this standard apply to

EMI receivers and spectrum analyzers and the specific term “measuring receiver” applies to both types

of apparatus. The requirements of this standard have been designed around the evolving complexity of

modern-day power electronic equipment such as HVDC and FACTS and the various radio and digital

broadband communication services that are in operation today. For instance, FM broadcasting and

analog  TV  transmission  use  the  frequency  range  50-300  MHz.  [3]  Channels  in  this  range  are  fairly

narrow. The CISPR 16 quasi-peak measurement method represents the experienced disturbances

reasonably well, as long as the measurement bandwidth is the same as the bandwidth used in this range.

Among the varied considerations for the measurement techniques of “measuring receivers”, the

critical  ones  involve  the  detector  characteristics,  measurement  bandwidth,  and  variation  of  RFI  with

time, background noise, measurement distances and location and direction of measuring antennae. The

limits  for  RFI  requirements  below  1  GHz  are  related  to  the  use  of  a  quasi-peak  detector  defined

according to CISPR 16-1-1. For verifying corona activity, the range from 0.3 to 1 MHz is swept. For

verifying sparking activity, the frequency ranges to be swept are 1-5 MHz and 30-100 MHz. It is

recommended to start the measurement procedure using a peak detector. Measurements with other

detectors are required only if the peak values exceed the limits defined. [3].

3.1 EMI Receiver

Figure 5 shows the block diagram of an EMI receiver as proposed in this thesis study. The main

components of an EMI receiver (as shown in figure 2) may vary depending on design choice. The block
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diagram shown represents one such implementation. Separate circuits were implemented for bands A

and B. The quasi-peak and peak detectors, however were included in the same circuit for bands A and

B.

The specific components chosen and their function as implemented in this thesis study are listed as

follows:

1) Input attenuator: The input attenuator limits the signal power reaching the first mixer.

2) Preselection filter: In the design of the EMI receiver in this study, an input preselection filter

has been added to filter the incoming signal depending on the band of interest. Band pass filters

for filtering the frequency ranges for bands A and B have been added at the input of each circuit.

3) Ist Mixer: The first mixer in both circuits (for bands A and B) is used to up convert the incoming

signal at a higher intermediate frequency.

                                            Figure 5. Block diagram of an EMI receiver

4) Ist Local Oscillator: The first local oscillator for both circuits is used as a tunable oscillator to

scan the frequency range of interest.

5) Ist Intermediate  Frequency  (IF)  Filter:  The  output  of  the  first  mixer  produces  a  range  of

frequencies which are filtered out by the IF filter. Among the range of frequencies produced,

there is a wanted sideband or a small range of frequencies which is filtered out for further

processing. The first IF filter is used to filter the constant IF frequency produced as a result of

the first mixing process.

6) Amplifier: An amplifier has been used wherever necessary, e.g. after filtering to recover signal

strength in the circuits.

7) 2nd Mixer: The second mixer circuit is used to down convert the signal to the desired IF. The

final IF bandwidth (according to CISPR specifications) is the critical parameter in selecting the

LO frequency for the mixer.

8) 2nd Intermediate  Frequency  Filter:  The  second  IF  filter  or  the  final  IF  filter  is  a  critical

1) Input

Attenuator

2) BPF

3) Ist Mixer

4) Ist LO

5) Ist IF

6) Amp

7) 2nd Mixer

8) 2nd LO

9) 2nd IF

10) Amp

11) Detector-
Peak/Quasi-
peak
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component in the design of the EMI receiver. The key specification for the IF filter is the filter

bandwidth, which is 100-300 Hz for band A and 8 kHz - 10 kHz for band B. Apart from this

requirement, there are specifications related to pass band and stop band attenuation and the

impulse bandwidths of the filters, which had to be met as part of the design requirements.

9) Another amplification stage was added at the final IF output.

10) Detectors: The peak and quasi-peak detectors provide the final output for both bands A and B

circuits. The charging and discharging time constants were chosen to meet the specifications

presented in sections 3.4 and 3.5. Additionally, the ratio between the outputs of the peak and

quasi-peak detectors was calculated according to specifications given in table 5.

3.2 Detectors for Measuring Receivers

The different principles used for measuring the RFI level are: average, RMS, peak and quasi-

peak. The response from these detectors is related and depends on the characteristics of the signal. For

a continuous signal all four detectors show the same level. For an intermittent disturbance, the response

differs greatly. The difference between the responses of the peak, quasi-peak and RMS detectors

decreases with increasing noise pulse repetition rate. If the noise pulse repetition rate is much higher

than the measurement bandwidth, then the responses of these three are the same.

Peak Detector: Initial RFI measurements are made using the peak detector. The peak detection

mode is the fastest, being faster than the average or quasi-peak modes. Signals measured in peak

detection mode always have amplitudes that are equal or higher than average or quasi-peak

modes. The voltage at the detector output follows the peak value of the signal but not the

instantaneous value. [3]

Quasi-Peak Detector: Quasi-peak detectors weigh signals according to their repetition rate.

High repetition rates lead to a higher voltage output as the quasi-peak detector does not have

time to discharge as much. Quasi-peak measurements are much slower compared to the peak

detector. The quasi-peak detector has a charge rate much faster than the discharge rate; therefore,

the higher the repetition rate of the signal, the higher the output of the quasi-peak detector. [3]

While the preceding discussion on detectors applies for measurements in case of slow continuous

signals or distinct regular pulses, it does not adequately cover the frequency domain behavior of the

radiated energy from an HVDC convertor station.  Measurements completed with a standard EMI

receiver (according to CISPR 16), indicate that HF disturbances generated by an HVDC converter

station cannot be modeled as periodically pulsed signals. Measurements indicate that the switching

events generate large currents and voltages within a few microseconds. Additional switching events

come into the picture before the previous ripples are completely damped out.  Thus it may be concluded

that the effect of adjacent switching events cannot be completely decoupled. Irregular oscillations,

overshoot at “diode-turn off” and ripple voltages at IGBT “turn-on” events have also been clearly
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observed.

 Based on the nature of the radio frequency interference encountered in an HVDC converter

station, a clear model which aims to capture the principle of an EMI receiver is suggested in this thesis.

As with the current measurement model, a time-sampled signal is transformed to the frequency domain

using  Fast  Fourier  Transform (FFT).  However,  the  FFT of  the  signal  would  not  lend  itself  easily  to

comparisons with the peak or quasi-peak measurements. The aim of this thesis work is to build such a

model in OrCAD wherein radio interference measurements can be compared to the time-domain output

of the peak/quasi-peak detector circuitry.

3.3 Measuring Receiver

The term measuring receiver refers to an “instrument, such as a tunable voltmeter, an EMI receiver

or a spectrum analyzer with or without preselection that meets the requirements of the relevant parts of

CISPR16-1-1 standard”. [1] The bandwidth to be used in accordance with CISPR 16-1-1 is [1]:

Bands A-D Frequency range Measurement Bandwidth

Band A 9 – 150 kHz 200Hz

Band B 0.15 – 30 MHz 9 kHz

Band C 30 MHz – 1 GHz 120 kHz

Band D 1 – 18 GHz 1 MHz

The bandwidths (below 1 GHz) were chosen to represent the bandwidths of the corresponding

analog radio services in each frequency band. If the difference between the measurement bandwidth and

the communication system bandwidth is too large, there will be little correlation between the measured

result and the corresponding interference impact on the system. Measurement bandwidths that are too

large or too small as compared to the interference signal as well as the communication system lead to

different results in relating the amount of interference power being perceived by the system.

For purposes of understanding the functioning and design of a measuring receiver, brief

descriptions of the terms used to specify the characteristics of such a receiver are included in this section.

(Only the specifications and characteristics related to bands A and B are of interest and as such these are

covered here.)[1]

a) Bandwidth, Bn: It is the width of the selectivity curve of the receiver between two points

at a specified value of attenuation, below the center frequency response. (n is attenuation in
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dB)[1]

b) Electrical charge time constant, Tc: It is the time needed after the  application of a constant

sine-wave voltage to the input of the detector for the output voltage of the detector to reach

63% of its final value.[1]

c) Electrical discharge time constant, Td: It is the time needed after the removal of a constant

sine-wave voltage applied  at the input of the detector for the output of the detector to fall

to 37% of its steady-state value.[1]

d) Impulse area, Aimp: Aimp, or the voltage-time area of a pulse is defined by the integral,

Aimp = ∫ ( ) (1)[1]

where v(t) is the value of the applied voltage

It is also called Impulse Area or Impulse Strength and is expressed in µVs or dB (µVs).

e) Impulse bandwidth, Bimp: The impulse bandwidth is defined as,

                  Bimp =        A(t)max (2)[1]

         2 G0 X Aimp

where

A(t)max is the peak of the envelope at the IF output of the receiver with an impulse area

Aimp applied at the receiver input.

G0 is the gain of the circuit at the center frequency.

3.4 Quasi-peak Measuring Receivers for the Frequency Range 9 kHz to 1000 MHz [1]

The quasi-peak receiver specifications covering the range 9 kHz to 30 MHz (bands A and B) are

listed in this section. [1] As bands C and D were not included in the study or modeling, the specifications

related to those frequency ranges are not included here.

(a) Response to pulses

(i)   Amplitude relationship (absolute calibration): The calibration for amplitude governs

the response of the measuring receiver to impulses of defined impulse area and PRFs for

all frequencies of tuning within the band. A pulse waveform of specified PRF (pulse

repetition frequency) and impulse area is modulated with a sine-wave carrier signal and fed

to the measuring receiver. For all frequencies of the sine-wave carrier within the band, the

response of the measuring receiver should be the same as the response to a sine-wave of

the same frequency (as the carrier) of rms value 2mV (66 dBµV). [1]

Table  2  lists  the  test  pulse  characteristics  for  quasi-peak  measuring  receivers.  For

each frequency band listed in column (a), column (b) specifies the impulse area of the test

pulse in µVs, column (c) specifies the frequency range up to which the measuring receiver

must have a uniform spectrum and column (d) specifies the pulse repetition frequency in
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Hz. [1]

(ii) Variation with repetition frequency (relative calibration): The specification for relative

calibration specifies the response of the measuring receiver to repeated pulses in order to

obtain a constant indication on the measuring receiver. The relative responses for a

measuring receiver to varying PRFs are specified in Table 3. [1]

(a) Frequency Range (b) Impulse

Area, µVs

(c) MHz (d) PRF,

Hz

Band A, 9 kHz to 150 kHz
13.5

0.15 25

Band B, 0.15 MHz to 30

MHz
0.316

30 100

Table 2 – Test pulse characteristics for quasi-peak measuring receivers [1]

Repetition

frequency

Band A

9 kHz to 150 kHz

Band B

150 kHz to 30 MHz

1000 NA -4.5 ± 1.0

100 -4.0 ± 1.0 0 (ref.)

60 -3.0 ± 1.0 —

25 0 (ref.) —

20 — + 6.5 ± 1.0

10 + 4.0 ±  1.0 +10.0 ± 1.5

5 + 7.5 ± 1.5 —

2 + 13.0 ± 2.0 + 20.5 ± 2.0

1 + 17.0 ± 2.0 + 22.5 ± 2.0

Isolated Pulse + 19.0 ± 2.0 + 23.5 ± 2.0

Table 3 – Pulse response of quasi-peak measuring receivers [1]

a) Selectivity

(i)   Overall selectivity (pass band): The overall selectivity of the measuring receiver should

lie within the limits shown in figure 6 for band A. [1] Figure 7 shows the selectivity curve

for band B. [1]

(ii)  Intermediate frequency rejection ratio: The ratio of the input sine-wave voltage at the
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intermediate frequency to the output at the frequency to which the receiver is tuned, that

produces the same output on the measuring receiver is called the intermediate frequency

rejection ratio and should be no less than 40 dB. [1]

(iii)  Image frequency rejection ratio: It is the ratio of the input sine-wave voltage at the

image frequency to the output at the frequency to which the receiver is tuned that produces

the same output at the measuring receiver is called the image frequency rejection ratio. It

should be greater than 40 dB and the requirement should be met for all image frequencies.

[1]

            Figure 6. Limits of overall selectivity – Pass band (band A) [1]

           Figure 7. Limits of overall selectivity – Pass band (band B) [1]
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3.4.1 Absolute Calibration for Quasi-Peak Detectors

For calibrating the measuring instrument, the response of the instrument to pulses of defined

area is made equal to the response of an unmodulated sine-wave of rms amplitude 2 mV. The test

pulse characteristics for quasi-peak measuring receivers are provided in table 2.

Assume a voltage pulse, U(t) with a repetition rate n. The frequency spectrum of this pulse is

then given by the Fourier integral:

U(ω) = ∫ ( ) − . (3) [1]

The equivalent noise voltage measured by the measuring receiver is:

Ueq = ( )/2 ∫ ( ). ( ). − . (4) [1]

C(ω) is the weighting function which depends on the filter characteristics of the measuring receiver and

is  the  same  for  both  the  sine-wave  signal  and  the  defined  pulse.  A(n)  is  the  weighting  factor  and  is

defined as unity for a pulse repetition rate of 25 Hz for band A and 100 Hz for band B. U(ω) can be

assumed to be constant within the filter bandwidth.

Ueq can be written as:

Ueq = K.│U (ω) │.A (n) (5) [1]

For band A, n = 25 Hz, A (n) = 1. For band B, at n = 100, A (n) =1.

The preceding discussion has been applied in determining the calibration/correction factor for the

receiver circuits. First, the IF output for a 2 mV rms signal is measured. Then a pulse of the specified

pulse area is applied at the receiver input and the IF output is observed. If the IF output is higher than

the 2 mV rms signal, then attenuation is applied till the output reaches the same level as the 2 mV signal.

Otherwise a gain is applied at the IF for the output to reach the same level. The calibration factor K is

the gain/attenuation applied.

3.5 Measuring Receivers with Peak Detector for the Frequency Range 9 kHz to 18 GHz [1]

This  part  of  CISPR  16-1-1  specifies  the  requirements  for  measuring  receivers  with  a  peak

detector.

a) Fundamental characteristics

(i) Bandwidth: The recommended bandwidths for each frequency range are specified in

table 4.
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Frequency Range Bandwidth B6 Reference BW
9 kHz to 150 kHz (Band A) 100 Hz to 300 Hz 200 Hz (B6)

0.15 MHz to 30 MHz (Band B) 8 kHz to 10 kHz 9 kHz (B6)

Table 4. Bandwidth requirements for measuring receivers with peak detector [1]

(ii) Charge and discharge time constants ratio: The ratio of the discharge and charge time

constants should be greater than or equal to the following values [1]:

1) 1.89 x 104 in the frequency range 9 kHz to 150 kHz

2) 1.25 x 106 in the frequency range 150 kHz to 30 MHz

b) Response to pulses

“The response of the measuring receiver to pulses of impulse area 1.4/ Bimp  (mVs)

electromotive force (e.m.f.), where Bimp is  in  Hz  should  be  equal  to  the  response  of  an

unmodulated sine-wave at the tuned frequency having an rms value of 2 mV (66 dBµV)”. [1] The

relative pulse response of peak and quasi-peak receivers is given in table 5.

Frequency Aimp

mVs

Bimp

Hz

Ratio peak/quasi-peak (dB)

For pulse repetition rate

25 Hz 100 Hz
Band A 6.67 x 10-3 0.21 x 103 6.1 -

Band B 0.148 x 10-3 9.45 x 103 - 6.6

Table 5. Relative pulse response of peak and quasi-peak measuring receivers for the same bandwidth (9

kHz to 1000 MHz) [1]

c) Selectivity

The requirements listed in section 3.4 apply to peak measuring receivers as well. Figures 6

and 7 show the selectivity curves for peak measuring receivers for bands A and B.

3.5.1 Calibration for peak measuring receivers

In addition to the ratio of the charging and discharging time constants for peak detectors, the

relation between the responses of the quasi-peak and peak detectors have also been specified as a ratio

(dB).

For both bands A and B, the response of the measuring receiver to pulses of impulse area, 1.4/Bimp,

should be equal to the response of an unmodulated sine-wave of rms value 2 mV. [1] Table 5 shows the
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preferred bandwidth that may be used as Bimp for the measurements along with the ratio between the

responses for peak and quasi-peak detectors. This ratio is 6.1 dB in the measurements for band A and

6.6 dB for band B using the preferred values of Bimp as  stated  in  table  5.  The  actual  values  of  Bimp

however may differ and an exact measurement of Bimp is required. (The measurement of Bimp is covered

in section 5.1.1). Using the values of Bimp obtained, the impulse area for the pulses to be used for

calibration of the peak detectors is obtained as

1.4 / Bimp, which is specified in mVs [1]

The calibration for the peak detector is performed in the same way as described in section 3.4.1.

The value of the factor K is calculated as before, by comparing the IF responses of a 2 mV signal and a

standard pulse (defined by Aimp in table 5).

3.6 Components of an EMI receiver

To further the understanding of the principles involved in the design and working of an EMI

receiver, a brief explanation of the following components of a receiver becomes necessary:

3.6.1    Mixers

Mixers convert signals at one frequency to another frequency. They convert RF signals to a lower

or higher intermediate frequency (IF). Through such frequency conversion, signals can be processed

more effectively. The frequency conversion must not add noise or distortion to the signal. The converted

IF frequency also allows better filtering or selectivity. [10]

The non-linear behavior of the mixing element, which is usually a diode or field effect transistor,

is used for frequency conversion. Diodes provide the mixing function in passive mixers. The device

does not offer gain but introduces conversions losses. Mixers are three port devices, with two input ports

and one output port. An ideal mixer “mixes” two signals and produces the sum or difference frequency

at the output port. That is,

fOUT = fIN1 ±  fIN2 (6) [10]

The local oscillator port (LO), the radio frequency port (RF) and the intermediate frequency (IF)
port are the three mixer ports. The RF and IF ports are interchangeable. Both up-conversion are down-
conversion are utilized in mixers depending on whether the final IF is above or below the RF signal. In
general, the relation between the two input frequencies and the output frequency can be given as

fIF = │ fLO - fRF│ (7) [10]

As a part of frequency translation, the RF signal information is converted to the IF signal. Schottky
diodes, GaAs FETs and CMOS transistors are commonly employed in mixer circuits. For large volume
applications, FET and CMOS devices are preferred. However, for applications where performance is
critical, Schottky diodes are used.  [10]
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Most modern diode mixer designs use Schottky diodes. The primary reason for this is that the

Schottky diode is a majority carrier device. The higher switching speed of a Schottky diode as compared

to a p-n junction diode makes it the preferred device. [11] The I-V characteristics of a Schottky diode

can be described by the following equation:

I = a1V + a2 V2 + a3 V3 + ............. (8) [11]

If the voltage V consists of two sinusoids, cosω1t and cosω2t, the current through the diode is given by

I = a1 (cosω1t + cosω2t) + a2(cosω1t + cosω2t)2 (9) [11]

 By applying the trigonometrical identity, 2cosω1t cosω2t  = cos (ω1 -  ω2)t  +  cos (ω1 + ω2)t,  it  can be
shown that the sum and the difference frequency are available at the output of the mixer.

Diodes are “square-law” devices, which means that the function describing their non-linear

behavior has a strong a2 component (eq. 8).[11] In addition to the desired IF component,  unwanted

mixing products or spurious responses are also present in the mixer output. These are produced due to

the non-linearity of the mixing element.

The image frequency, or the component which results in the same IF as the RF input, is always

2IF away from the RF.  If the desired output is LO + IF as in up-conversion, the difference product (LO-

IF) is termed the image and must be filtered out. [11] Most mixers include filtering which helps to reduce

the levels of the unwanted spurious products. Another technique is the use of balanced mixer designs

which helps reduce spurious signals. For the design of the EMI receiver, a single balanced mixer design

was used. A single-balanced diode mixer uses two diodes, along with either 180-degree or 90-degree

hybrids for feeding the RF and LO signals. [12] One of either the LO or the RF signal is balanced, which

cancels out at the IF port of the mixer thus providing rejection. If the matching between the diodes is

high, then the level of rejection is also high. A rejection of 20 to 30 dB is normally possible for good

designs. [12] Balanced mixers also provide rejection for certain spurious responses associated with the

even harmonics of the RF and LO frequencies. [12]

The following terms are used to measure mixer performance.

Conversion loss: Conversion loss is a measure of mixer performance and is the ratio of the output

signal level (the IF) to the input (RF), expressed in dB. Conversion losses depend on diode series

resistance and mixer imbalance. Losses in a mixer increase with increase in bandwidth. [10]

Isolation: Isolation is a measure of the amount of signal power that escapes from one mixer port

to another. The leakage of the LO signal is due to its higher strength.  Isolation between the mixer

ports can be achieved with the use of hybrid junctions, e.g. a rat-race coupler. For the input signal

at the LO port and the leaked power at the RF port measured at the LO frequency, the isolation

can be expressed as

PISO (L-R) (dB) = P in (@LO) (dBm) - P out (@RF) (dBm) (10) [10]
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Compression: For small input signal levels, an increase in signal level results in a corresponding

increase  in  the  output  signal  level.  As  the  input  signal  level  continues  to  increase,  the  mixer

conversion losses also begin to increase, reducing the level of the output signal. The 1dB

compression point is the input signal level at which the conversion loss has increased by 1dB.

Mixers are always operated below the 1dB compression point as in addition to the distortion of

the wanted signal, the level of spurious responses also increases. [11]

Linearity. The linearity of a mixer refers to the range in which an increase in input power shows

a proportionate increase in the output power. [10]

Spurs. The term spurs refers to spurious products. All unwanted frequencies produced as a result

of the mixing process are referred to as spurs. [11]

Image frequency. The image frequency is FLO + FIF , for the LO frequency greater than the RF,

and for LO less than RF, it is FLO - FIF. Choosing a high IF pushes the image frequency 2IF away.

[11]

3.6.2 Filters

 A filter by definition is a device that passes signals of a certain range of frequencies with little or

no attenuation while severely attenuating signals not within its pass band. There are several types of

filters, namely, low pass, high pass, band pass, band reject and all pass. Filters are found everywhere -

in telecommunications, data acquisition systems, power supplies etc. At high frequencies (> 1 MHz), all

filters consist of passive components such as inductors, capacitors and resistors. However, in the lower

frequency ranges, these devices are bulkier and hence it is not practical to implement filters with lumped

elements. This is where active filters offer a practical and economical solution. Active filters utilize an

operational amplifier as the active device along with resistors and capacitors. The resistors and

capacitors are used to provide an LRC (inductance-resistance-capacitive) function in filter circuits at

low frequencies. [13] Active filters have three main filter optimizations – Butterworth, Tschebyscheff

and Bessel. The three filter optimizations differ in characteristics such as pass band flatness, wide or

sharp transition from pass band into stop band and linear or non-linear phase response up to the cutoff

frequency.

Butterworth filters provide the maximum pass band flatness. All the filters implemented in the

model of the EMI receiver are of the Butterworth type. Although Tschebyscheff filters provide better

gain roll-off in the transition band, the pass band gain is not monotone and contains ripples of constant

magnitude.  Similarly,  the  pass  band  of  a  Bessel  filter  is  not  as  flat  as  the  Butterworth  type  and  the

transition from pass band to stop band is not as sharp as the Butterworth filter. Bessel filters, however

provide a constant group delay. [13]

Higher order Butterworth filters, for high pass, low pass and band pass can be used to provide the
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desired gain roll-off, at n*20 dB/decade where n is filter order. In general, the transfer function of a low

pass filter can be expressed as:

(11) [13]

The filter coefficients ai and bi distinguish between Butterworth, Tschebyscheff and Bessel filters.

Q is defined as the pole quality. A higher value of Q implies instability for the filter. [13] The coefficient

table for Butterworth filters is listed in Appendix C.

(a)     A common typology for low pass filters is the unity-gain Sallen-Key circuit. This typology has

been used in the design of low pass and high pass filters for the EMI receiver. Figures 8 and 9 show the

second order Sallen-Key high pass and low pass filter with unity gain. [13] The transformation from low

pass to high pass can be achieved by replacing the resistors with capacitors.

The Sallen-Key typology is usually applied in filters which have a low Q and high gain accuracy.

[13] Higher order low pass and high pass filters are designed by cascading first-order and second-order

filter stages. The transfer function of the unity-gain Sallen-Key low pass filter shown in figure 9 can be

expressed as

(12) [13]

With C1 and C2 given, the values of the resistors R1 and R2 can be calculated as:

(13)[13]

Figure 8. Unity-gain Sallen-Key high pass filter     Figure 9. Unity-gain Sallen-Key low pass filter

[13]                                                                           [13]

For obtaining real values under the square root, C2 must satisfy the following condition:

(14)[13]
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(b)     The general transfer function of a high pass filter is [13]

(15) [13]

The transfer function of a unity-gain Sallen-Key high pass filter is [13]

 (16) [13]

Where C1 = C2 = C and gain is 1 or any chosen value.

Through coefficient comparison, the following equations are obtained:

(17)[13]

(18)[13]

(19)[13]

Given C, the values of R1 and R2 can be obtained from the following equations:

(20) [13]

(21) [13]

(c) Another topology commonly used in circuits that require high Qs and high gains is the Multiple

Feedback (MFB) Topology.  The prefilters in the EMI receiver design have been implemented as MFB

high pass filters followed by Sallen-Key low pass or lumped low pass filters. The IF filters in the EMI

receiver design have been implemented with the Stagger Tuned MFB band pass topology. The high pass

and band pass MFB designs are discussed in this section. The MFB high pass filter is shown in figure

10.

Figure 10. MFB  high pass filter[13]

The transfer function of the circuit shown in figure 10 is,
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(22) [13]

Through coefficient comparison, the following relations are obtained:

(23) [13]

                        (24)[13]

                                                (25)[13]

If the capacitances C1 and C2 are known, then the resistances R1 and R2 can be obtained from:

                        (26)[13]

                        (27)[13]

(d)     The MFB band pass circuit shown in figure 11 has the following transfer function [13]:

(28) [13]

 Figure 11. MFB Bandpass Filter [13]

              Coefficient comparison yields the following equations [13]:

Mid-frequency, (29)[13]

Gain at fm,          -Am = R2/ 2R1 (30)[13]
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Filter Quality,      Q =  πfmR2C (31)[13]

Bandwidth,          B = 1 / πR2C (32)[13]

R1, R2 and R3 can be determined from the following equations by first choosing a value for C.

(33) [13]

(34) [13]

(35) [13]

The MFB circuit allows adjustment of Q, Am and fm independently.

(e)    Some bandpass applications require a flat passband along with a very steep transition from the

passband to the stopband region. This is accomplished by higher order bandpass filtering. A transfer

function of the form shown in equation 36 represents the connection of two second-order bandpass filters

or partial filters. [13]

(36)[13]

Ami is the gain at the mid-frequency fmi of each partial filter

Qi is the pole quality of each filter

α and 1/α are factors by which the mid-frequencies of the individual filters, fm1 and fm2

derive from the mid-frequency fm of the overall band pass. [13]

In a fourth-order band pass filter, the mid-frequencies of the two partial filter differ only slightly

from the overall mid-frequency. This is called a staggered tuned design and the value of α is determined

from equation 37. [13]

(37)[13]

The  coefficients  a1 and  b1 are  determined  from  tables  of  the  desired  filter  type.  The  table  for  the

commonly used values of α, (1, 10 and 100) are provided in Appendix C.

After determination of α, the other quantities can be determined from the following equations:
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Mid-frequency of filter 1, 1 = 	 (38) [13]

Mid-frequency of filter 2, 2 = 2	 × (39) [13]

Qi or the pole quality is, = 	 (40) [13]

The individual gain Ami is  the  same  at  the  two  mid-frequencies  for  the  partial  filters.	

= / 1 (41) [13]

              where Am is the gain at the mid-frequency fm.

The values of resistances R1, R2 and R3 can be determined from equations 33, 34 and 35.

3.6.3    Attenuators

 An attenuator is a four terminal device that reduces the amplitude of a signal by a specified value.

It reduces the signal power by an amount that is suitable for a load. Passive attenuators are purely passive

resistive networks which are used for extending the dynamic range of measuring equipment by adjusting

signal levels. They are used for providing impedance matching or isolation between different stages in

an electronic circuit. Passive attenuators may be implemented as “L”, “T” or “Π” networks. Attenuators

may be fixed or variable – variable attenuators provide attenuation in pre-adjusted steps, e.g. 1dB or 10

dB attenuation.

In the design of the EMI receiver, the attenuation at the input to the receiver was not implemented

using any of the passive attenuation networks. The voltage-scaling property of the “VPWL” source in

OrCAD was used to provide the required attenuation. For the signal levels encountered, the voltage-

scaling property was set at 1, or no attenuation was provided to the incoming signals.

3.6.4 Amplifiers and Voltage Followers

 Amplifiers are circuits which increase the voltage, current or power of a signal while preserving

the  characteristics  of  the  signal  waveform.  Operational  amplifiers  (op  amps)  can  be  used  to  create

amplifier circuits. Op amps are versatile building blocks that can be used for realizing many amplifier

configurations.  As op amp characteristics are nearly ideal, amplifiers built from op amps can be

expected to perform according to the theoretical design. The gain of an ideal op amp can be set externally

with the use of resistors. The only limitation to the use of op amps is due to the “slew rate” or the rate

at which the output of the op amp can rise or fall. If the signal frequency is too high, a practical op amp

may not be able to keep up with the input due to the limitation of the “slew rate”. [14]

Operational amplifiers can be used in two basic configurations – inverting and non-inverting. In

the non-inverting configuration, the signal is applied to the non-inverting input of the op amp and the

feedback is taken from the output to the inverting pin via a resistor and another resistor connects the

inverting input to ground. The values of the two resistors are used to set the gain of the op amp. The
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inverting and non-inverting amplifier circuits are shown in figures 12 and 13. [14]

                  Figure 12. Inverting Amplifier[16]              Figure 13. Non-Inverting Amplifier[16]

The equation for the output voltage in the two cases is,

Vo = - (Ro/Ri) Vi (Inverting)     (42)[14]

Vo = (1 + Ro/ Ri) Vi (Non-inverting)   (43)[14]

Unity gain circuits can be used as electrical buffers to isolate circuits or to isolate different stages

in a single circuit. A voltage follower amplifier allows a source with low current capabilities to drive a

heavy load. The gain of the voltage follower circuit with the feedback loop is unity and the gain of the

operational amplifier without a feedback loop is infinity. [14] Thus gain has been traded for control by

adding feedback to the circuit. The voltage follower circuit is shown in figure 14.

Figure 14. Voltage Follower [14]

3.6.5 Detectors

Detectors are rectifiers and are used in an EMI receiver to measure electromagnetic interference.

A peak detector, as brought out earlier in section 3.1, measures the peak value of the signal. When a

voltage impulse enters a narrow-band receiver, it produces a short-duration burst at the receiver center

frequency. The time duration of the pulse is dependent on the receiver bandwidth. The quasi-peak

detector is similar in function to the peak detector, except that it has a much longer discharging time

than the charging time.  For  pulses  which have a  higher  repetition rate,  the quasi-peak detector  has a
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higher output voltage. For continuous-wave input, both the peak and the quasi-peak are calibrated to

produce the same output levels.

4. EMI Receiver – Design and Calculations

In this section, the calculations related to the design of filters, mixers and detectors are presented. The

complete schematic, one each for the two separate circuits for bands A and B, was designed in OrCAD

Capture v16.6. All components - resistors, inductors, capacitors, voltage sources and op-amps, used in

the design of the circuits were ideal components as modelled in OrCAD/PSPICE. However, the detector

and mixer diodes used were non-ideal – the 1PS10SB82 from NXP Semiconductors and the HSMS8202

from  Avago  Technologies.  The  circuits  for  bands  A  and  B  were  calibrated  in  keeping  with  the

requirements of CISPR 16-1-1. The complete schematics for bands A and B are provided in Appendices

A and B.

4.1 Design of Prefilters

Prefilters are required in an EMI receiver to limit the range of frequencies reaching the input of

the receiver thus preventing overloading of the first mixer.  In the design scheme presented, prefilters

for  both bands A and B were added before the first  mixer.  The prefilters  limit  the input  signal  range

from 9 kHz to 150 kHz for band A and from 150 kHz to 30 MHz for band B. The main aim for the

design of these filters was a flat pass band with minimum or no attenuation. Butterworth filters of higher

orders were selected for the design to provide the required gain roll-off. The Butterworth coefficients

used are provided in Appendix C.

I. Band A

The band A prefiltering circuit has been designed as a high pass filtering circuit followed

by a low pass filter circuit. An eighth order MFB implementation was chosen for the high pass

filter. The design of the high pass is a cascade of four second order circuits. The Butterworth

coefficients are obtained from Appendix C.  Using equations 22, 23, 26 and 27, the values of

resistances are calculated as shown in table 6.

For the eighth order circuit, the coefficients are,

a1 = 1.9616  , b1 = 1

a2 = 1.6629  , b2 = 1

a3 = 1.111    , b3 = 1

a4 = 0.3902, b4 = 1
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For  all  stages,  C  =  100  nF,  fc =  8.5  x  103 Hz,  A∞, the mid band gain = 1. The values of the

resistances R1 and R2 for each stage are given in table 6.

Resistances Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

R1 101.419 Ω 119.63 Ω 179.06 Ω 509.85 Ω

R2 198.94 Ω 330.823 Ω 221.026 Ω 77.627 Ω

Table 6. Values of resistances R1 and R2 for high pass filter for band A

The high pass filter circuit is shown in figure 15 and the frequency response of the circuit is

shown in figure 16. From the frequency response of the high pass filter shown in figure 16 it can

be seen that the filter has the desired pass band and transition band characteristics. The transition

band, in the region below 9 kHz, has sufficient attenuation and there is virtually no attenuation in

the pass band region.

The filter immediately following the high pass circuit (shown in figure 15) is a low pass

filter with a cutoff frequency of 155 kHz. The schematic of the tenth order filter is shown in figure

17 and frequency response of the low pass filter circuit is shown in figure 18.

The tenth-order Sallen-Key low pass filter was designed using equations 12, 13 and 14. Table 7

shows the values of the components used.

Resistances Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

R1 13.7 kΩ 11.2 kΩ 6.53 kΩ 5.08 kΩ 4.55 kΩ

R2 13.7 kΩ 68.2 kΩ 117 kΩ      151 kΩ 168 kΩ

C1 10 pF 10 pF 10 pF 10 pF 10 pF

C2 409 pF 100 pF 100 pF 100 pF 100 pF

Table 7. Values of resistances R1, R2, C1 and C2 for low pass filter for band A

From the frequency response of the low pass filter circuit shown in figure 18, it can be observed that the

attenuation of the filter starts to rise after 150 kHz. The response of the filter in the range 140 kHz to

150 kHz is nearly flat. The combined response of the high pass and low pass filter combination is shown
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in figure 19. The pass band of the filter combination is nearly flat and shows very little attenuation. The

responses at the edges of the pass band are controlled by the two filters designed separately. In the lower

end of the spectrum, that is below 9 kHz the attenuation characteristics are as shown in figure 16. Beyond

150 kHz, the response is governed by the low pass filter and is as shown in figure 18. Together, the two

filters provide the required band pass characteristics.

Figure 15. High Pass Filter (prefilter) for band A

             Figure 16.  Frequency Response of High Pass Filter (prefilter) for band A

10 kHz - -1.2 dB

9 kHz - -1.9 dB

20 kHz - -0.4 dB

50 kHz - -0.4 dB
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Figure 17. Low pass filter (prefilter) for band A

                  Figure 18. Low Pass Filter (prefilter) response for band A

140 kHz - -1.41
150 kHz - -1.4 dB

160 kHz - -1.93 dB
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 Figure 19. Combined frequency response (prefilter) for band A

II. Band B

For band B, the prefilter was initially implemented as an active high pass filter followed by

a lumped low pass filter. However, it was later determined that much of the prefiltering for band

B is already provided in the antennas used for radiated measurements. Though the high pass and

low pass filters were designed for band B, they were not used in measurements except for

measuring image frequency rejection and intermediate frequency rejection. Corresponding

adjustments in gain were made when both prefilters were used.

 The active high pass filter provides a transition into the band B frequency range, i.e. 150

kHz to 30 MHz. The cutoff  frequency for  the high pass  filter  was chosen to be 146 kHz.  The

choice of cutoff frequency was motivated by the pass band characteristics of the filter – it should

provide minimum or no attenuation (less than 1 dB) in the region above 150 kHz. An eighth order

Butterworth high pass filter provides a roll-off of 160 dB/decade which is more than sufficient

for the stop band characteristics. An eighth-order Sallen-Key high pass filter can be implemented

as a cascade of four second order filters.

Equations 20 and 21 are used for the calculation of filter resistances for a Sallen-Key high

pass filter.  [13]

The filter coefficients for an eighth order filter are obtained as before. (Appendix C) The

cutoff frequency fc is at 146 kHz and the capacitance C has been chosen as 120 pF. The values of

the resistances R1 and R2 for the 4 stages have been calculated and are shown in table 8. The

complete circuit is shown in figure 20.

7 kHz - -4.4 dB

50 kHz - -0.44 dB

15 kHz - -0.44 dB

140 kHz - -1.41

155 kHz - -1.5 dB
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Resistances Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

R1 9.262 kΩ 10.925 kΩ 16.353 kΩ 10.925 kΩ

R2 8.909 kΩ 7.553 kΩ 5.046 kΩ 7.553 kΩ

Table 8. Values of resistances for the high pass filter band B

Figure 20. High Pass Filter (prefilter) for band B

The frequency response of the high pass circuit is shown in figure 21. The circuit in figure

20 was swept in the frequency range 100 kHz to 300 kHz with a signal of amplitude 1V. The

frequency response and the attenuation between 140 kHz and 200 kHz is shown in figure 21.

As can be seen from figure 21, the attenuation in the pass band is less than 1 dB except

at 150 kHz. A higher order filter can provide more attenuation in the stop band but the pass band

loss would increase correspondingly. Hence the eighth order filter was chosen because of the

relatively low attenuation offered to incoming signals which can be very low in amplitude.

The low pass filter immediately following the high pass filter for band B was designed

with a cutoff frequency of 30 MHz using the AWR (Microwave Office) Filter Design Tool.
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Figure 21. Frequency response of the high pass filter for band B

Figure 22. Low pass Filter (prefilter) for band B

To get the required pass band characteristics, the cutoff was shifted to 32 MHz. The ninth-

order low pass filter is shown in figure 22. All values of capacitances given as 0 μF, were changed

to a high value of resistance, in this case 10 GΩ.

The response of the low pass circuit is shown in figure 23. The figure shows the values of

insertion loss for the filter. It can be seen that the pass band is nearly flat up to 30 MHz.

130 kHz - -6.02 dB

140 kHz - -3.09 dB

150 kHz - -1.4 dB

180 kHz - -0.4 dB

200 kHz - -0.4 dB
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                                                Figure 23. Response of low pass filter (prefilter) for band B

4.2 Design of Mixers

As discussed in section 3.1, the first mixer in both circuits for bands A and B is used to up convert

the incoming signal. Each of the mixer circuits have been designed using two non-ideal diodes for bands

A and B. A voltage source serves as the local oscillator input signal and the RF input signal enters the

mixer  through the prefilters  for  bands A and B.  The output  of  the filter  circuits  was fed to the mixer

circuits using a simple voltage follower configuration for both circuits. This was done to prevent loading

of the lumped filter circuits.

I. Band A

In the band A scheme, the input signal is first up converted to an IF of 200 kHz. The local

oscillator signal is varied between the values of 209 kHz to 350 kHz to produce the constant IF at

200 kHz. The IF filter which filters the (LO - RF) 200 kHz IF frequency has a bandwidth of 4

kHz. In the case of the band A mixing scheme, the image frequencies lie between 409 kHz and

550 kHz. The frequencies between 409 kHz to 550 kHz can produce the same IF at 200 kHz when

mixed with the LO signal.  These have been filtered out  using the prefilter  for  band A and this

results in adequate image rejection.

The final IF for band A is at 5 kHz which is filtered by a multiple feedback stagger tuned

filter with a bandwidth of 200 Hz. The second oscillator input is a fixed signal at 195 kHz which

mixes with the incoming IF at 200 kHz to produce the difference frequency, RF – LO at 5 kHz.

The image frequency for the second mixing is at 190 kHz which does not lie within the range of

incoming signals for the second mixer. The circuit for the mixer circuit is shown in figure 24.

The diode 1PS10SB82 was used for the band A mixer circuit. The PSPICE model for the
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diode and its rating are provided in Appendix D.

Figure 24. Mixer circuit for band A

II. Band B

For band B, the first mixer up converts the incoming signal to an intermediate frequency

of 50 MHz. By tuning the oscillator input, which in this case is a simple voltage source, a constant

IF is produced at 50 MHz. For example, for an input of 10 MHz, the LO input is set to 60 MHz.

The difference frequency, i.e., 60-10 = 50 MHz is filtered by the subsequent band pass IF filter.

The image frequency in this case, i.e. 110 MHz, which is the only other frequency which can

produce the same IF at 50 MHz does not lie within the input range for band B and is filtered out

by the prefilter  circuit.  For  band B,  the image frequencies  lie  in  the range 100.15 MHz to 130

MHz which can produce the same IF at 50 MHz when mixed with an LO signal ranging from

50.15 MHz to 80 MHz. These are filtered out at the input by the prefilter circuit.

The second mixer circuit for band B is used to down convert the 50 MHz IF signal from

the first mixer to 300 kHz. The local oscillator input is fixed at 50.3 MHz which produces the

difference frequency (50.3- 50 = 0.3 MHz) at 300 kHz. The image frequency that can produce the

same IF at 300 kHz is 50.6 MHz. This image frequency does not lie within the pass band of the

first IF filter which has a bandwidth of 500 kHz. The second and final IF frequency is filtered by

a band pass filter with a bandwidth of 8 kHz before being fed to the detector input. The same

circuit as shown in figure 24 is also used for this mixer.

The Avago diode HSMS 8202 has been used as the non-linear element which provides the

mixing function, converting the signals to a sum (RF + LO) frequency and a difference (RF –LO)

frequency.  The performance specifications and maximum ratings for the diode are given in

Appendix D. The PSPICE model for the diode was downloaded from the Avago products website

and is provided in Appendix D.
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The mixer circuit did not utilize any coupling circuits and providing isolating circuits for

the RF and LO ports was not required (through the use of active filters and amplifiers). Both mixer

circuits were the same as for band A. The first mixer for band B is shown in figure 25.

Figure 25. Mixer circuit for band B

4.3 Design of Intermediate Frequency (IF) Filters

From  the  block  diagram  of  an  EMI  receiver  shown  in  figure  5,  the  two  mixing  stages  are

immediately followed by intermediate frequency filters. These IF filters have been implemented as band

pass filters which filter the fixed IF frequency produced in all cases. In addition to filtering the desired

sideband, these filters also provide attenuation for the unwanted sideband and the intermodulation

products  in  the  incoming  signal  range.  If  the  incoming  signal  levels  at  the  mixers  are  high,

intermodulation products will appear as a result of the non-linearity introduced by the diodes. The design

of these IF filters for bands A and B are presented in this section.

I. Band A

The first intermediate frequency for band A is at 200 kHz. All incoming signals in the

frequency range 9 kHz to 150 kHz are converted by the first mixer to 200 kHz. The IF filter for

200 kHz has been implemented as a band pass filter with a bandwidth of 4 kHz. The design of a

stagger tuned multiple feedback filter described in section 3.6.2 (e), has been used as the basis for

the design. The IF frequency at 200 kHz is further converted to the final IF of 5 kHz in the second

mixer. The down conversion is carried out to ensure that the final IF bandwidth meets the CISPR

requirements for band A IF filters. The measuring bandwidth for the final IF stage according to

CISPR is specified as a value lying between 100 and 300 Hz. To meet this requirement, a high Q

filter is necessary but filters with a high Q may not have a stable performance within a wide range.

The final  IF of  5 kHz makes it  possible  to  design a  filter  with a  100 Hz – 300 Hz bandwidth,

having a Q equal to 50. Both IF filters have been designed as active filters with the value of Q
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being around 50.

The calculations for both stagger tuned multiple feedback circuits are presented in this section.

For the first IF filter,

fm = 200 kHz, BW = 4 kHz

a1 = 1.4142, b1 = 1 (Appendix C)

Q = 200 x 103 / 4x 103 = 50

α = 1.006 (Appendix C)

fm1 = fm / α = 200 k/ 1.006 = 198.807 kHz (using equation 38)

fm2 = fm * α = 200 k * 1.006 = 201.200 kHz (using equation 39)

Qi or the pole quality is the same for both partial filters and is calculated using equation 40.

   Qi = (1 + (1.006)2).1 / 1.006 * 1.4142 = 70.712

Ami is the mid band gain which is calculated using equation 41.

   Ami = (70.712/ 33.33) (1) = 1.4142

Specifying C = 10 n F, the values of resistances R1, R2 and R3 as shown in table 9 can be

calculated for the two partial filters using equations 33, 34 and 35.

Resistances First Partial Filter Second Partial Filter

R1 4.002 k Ω 3.955  k Ω

R2 11.322 k Ω 11.188 k Ω

R3 0.5658 Ω 0.559 Ω

              Table 9. Values of resistances for first IF filter (band A) at 200 kHz

The schematic for the IF filter at 200 kHz is shown in figure 26. The frequency response of the

circuit is given in figure 27.

From the response of the IF filter at 200 kHz, it can be observed that the 6 dB bandwidth

is between 3 kHz and 4 kHz although the filter was designed for a bandwidth of 4 kHz.

Proceeding  in  the  same  way  for  the  second  IF  filter  at  5  kHz,  the  following  design

calculations were completed:

fm = 5 kHz, BW = 100 Hz

a1 = 1.4142, b1 = 1 (Appendix C)

Q = 5 x 103 / 100 = 50

α = 1.006 (Appendix C)

fm1 = fm / α = 5 k/ 1.006 = 4.970 kHz (using equation 38)

fm2 = fm * α = 5 k * 1.006 = 5030 Hz (using equation 39)
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Qi or the pole quality is the same for both partial filters.

 Qi = (1 + (1.006)2).1 / 1.006 * 1.4142 = 70.74 (using equation 40)

Ami = (70.74/ 50) (1) = 1.4148 (using equation 41)

Specifying C = 100 n F, the values of resistances R1, R2 and R3 can be calculated for the two

partial filters using equations 33, 34 and 35  as shown in table 10.

Resistances First Partial Filter Second Partial Filter

R1 16.011 k Ω 15.820  k Ω

R2 45.306 k Ω 44.765 k Ω

R3 2.26 Ω 111.802 Ω

Table 10. Values of resistances for second IF Filter (band A) at 5 kHz

                                                              Figure 26. IF Filter at 200 kHz

Figures 28 and 29 show the schematic of the 5 kHz IF filter and the frequency response of

the circuit respectively. From the frequency response characteristics it can be observed that the

filter has high attenuation in the pass band equal to nearly 36 dB. The 6 dB bandwidth is more

than 200 Hz although the filter was designed for 100 Hz.
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 Figure 27.  Frequency response of IF filter (200 kHz)

                  Figure 28. IF Filter at 5 kHz

199 kHz - -3.93 dB

199.5 kHz - -1.42 dB

201.5 kHz - -5.17 dB

201 kHz - -2.07 dB

200.5 kHz - -0.2 dB

198.7 kHz - -6.44 dB

201.7 kHz - -6.44 dB
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Figure 29. Frequency response for IF Filter (5 kHz)

II. Band B

The IF filter at 50 MHz is shown in figure 30. The fifth-order filter was designed with a

bandwidth of 500 kHz. As with all filters designed in AWR, this filter was designed with matching

for 50Ω. The insertion loss of the filter within the 500 kHz range is shown in figure 31.

Figure 30. IF Filter at 50 MHz

4.9 kHz - -5.16 dB 5.1 kHz - -5.16 dB
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                                     Figure 31. Insertion loss for IF Filter at 50 MHz

It can be noted from figure 31 that the insertion loss of the IF filter at the edges of the pass

band  is  rather  high,  at  20  dB.  The  filter  offers  high  attenuation,  i.e.  -8.9  dB  at  50  MHz.  As  a

consequence, signals entering the mixer in the successive stages, i.e. signals in the range 49.75

MHz and 50.25 MHz are severely attenuated and intermodulation products are also at very low

levels. Even with the gain applied in the stage immediately after the filtering, the unwanted signals

near the edges of the pass band are at least 20 dB below the desired signals.

The second IF produced in the band B scheme is at 300 kHz. This is the final IF which is

sent  to  the  quasi-peak  and  peak  detector  circuitry  after  amplification.  The  final  IF  filter  was

implemented as a Multiple Feedback Stagger Tuned Filter discussed in section - 3.6.2 (e) .The

300  kHz  IF  filter  was  designed  for  a  bandwidth  in  the  range  8-10  kHz,  according  to  filter

specifications in CISPR 16-1-1. The following calculations result from these requirements:

fm = 300 kHz, BW = 9 kHz

Q = 300 / 9 = 33.33

α = 1.008

fm1 = fm / α = 300 k/ 1.008 = 297.619 kHz (using equation 38)

fm2 = fm * α = 300 k * 1.008 = 302.400 kHz (using equation 39)

Qi = (1 + (1.008)2).1 / 1.008 * 1.4142 = 47.137           (using equation 40)

 Ami = (47.137/ 33.33) (1) = 1.4142 (using equation 41)
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Specifying C = 1 nF, the values of resistances R1, R2 and R3 can be calculated for the two

partial filters using equations 33, 34 and 35 as shown in table 11.

Resistances First Partial Filter Second Partial Filter

R1 17.825 k Ω 17.542  k Ω

R2 50.419 k Ω 49.616 k Ω

R3 5.670 Ω 5.58 Ω

Table 11. Values of resistances for final IF Filter (band B) at 300 kHz

The schematic for the IF filter is shown in figure 32. The frequency response of the IF filter

is shown in figure 33. Figure 33 also shows the attenuation offered by the filter for several values

of frequencies off the mid band frequency. From the figure it can be seen that the 6 dB bandwidth

of the filter is around 8 kHz.

Figure 32. IF filter at 300 kHz

4.4 Design of Peak and Quasi-Peak Detectors

CISPR  16-1-1  requirements  for  peak  detectors  for  bands  A  and  B  specify  the  ratio  of  the

discharging to charging time constants. The requirements are listed in section 3.5.

I. Band A

As discussed in section 3.5, the ratio of the discharging and charging time constants for
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band A peak detector should be equal to or more than 1.89 x 104 [1].

  Figure 33. Frequency Response of IF Filter at 300 kHz

Charging time constant τc is proportional to the product of Rc, the charging resistance and

the capacitance C. Similarly, the discharging time τd is equal to the product of the

discharging resistance Rd and the capacitance C. The charging time constant is the time

required  for  the  circuit  to  reach  63%  of  the  final  value  of  voltage  across  the  charging

capacitor and is proportional to the product Rc x C.

In determining the exact values of charging and discharging resistances and capacitance of

the  peak  detector,  several  combinations  of  Rc and  C  were  used  in  simulating  the  exact

response. The values of the voltages used corresponded to the maximum allowed values in

the circuit to obtain the fastest rise times. The combination of Rc and C which gave correct

times (as defined by specifications) for the output to reach 63% or more of the final values

was then used for the charging circuit for peak and quasi-peak detectors. The method was

based on hit and trial using the simulation outputs in OrCAD.

 For the peak detector, choosing the value of resistance C = 20 μF and Rc = 1 kΩ,

τc ≈ 34 ms

1.89x 104 = τd / 34 x 10-3

τd = 642.2s

τd = Rd x C = 20 x 10-6 μF x 32.13 MΩ or Rd = 32.1 MΩ

302 kHz - -1.79 dB

301.5 kHz - -0.69 dB

301 kHz - -0.80 dB

300.5 kHz - 0 dB
299.5 kHz - -0.49 dB

299 kHz - -0.74 dB

298.5 kHz - -1.97 dB

297.5 kHz - -3.98 dB
303 kHz - -3.61 dB

304 kHz - -7.13 dB

297 kHz - -6.11 dB
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For the quasi-peak detector:

 Charging time constant τc = 45 ms

Discharging time constant τd = 500 ms

 Choosing the value of resistance C = 25 μF and Rc = 1 kΩ, we get τc ≈ 45 ms

τd = 500 ms = 25 μF x Rd

Rd = 20 kΩ

II. Band B

For the peak detector for band B the ratio of charging to discharging time constants

should be greater than or equal to 1.25 x 106 [1]. Using the same method as that used for

band A, the values of resistances and capacitance were determined from actual

measurements.

Choosing the value of resistance C = 200 nF and Rc = 500 Ω and verifying the result

through actual simulation,

τc ≈ 0.4 ms

1.25x 106 = τd / 0.4 x 10-3

τd = 500

τd = Rd x C = 200 x 10-9 F x 2.5 GΩ or Rd = 2.5 GΩ

For the quasi-peak detector, the values of charging and discharging time constants must

be greater than or equal to:

Charging time constant τc = 1 ms

Discharging time constant τd = 160 ms

Choosing the value of resistance C = 300 nF and Rc = 500 Ω, we get τc ≈ 0.6 ms

τd = 160 ms = 300 nF x Rd

Rd = 533.33 kΩ

With the design of the detectors, the receiver models for both bands A and B have been completely

constructed in this section. The additional parts of the receiver circuits such as gain blocks and voltage

followers which have been described in section 3.6.4 have also been added wherever necessary. The

next section highlights some of the key results obtained with the receiver models.
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5. Results And Discussion

This section highlights the main results in the performance analysis of the model of the measuring

receiver.  All  key  aspects  related  to  the  design  of  the  measuring  receivers  for  bands  A  and  B  have

already been discussed in the previous section. Two receiver circuits have been designed for bands A

and B. Each of the two circuits incorporate a peak as well as a quasi-peak detector. Hence, the results

related to (1) response to pulses, (2) overall selectivity, (3) bandwidth, (4) intermediate frequency

rejection, (5) image frequency rejection, and (6) bandwidth apply to both quasi-peak and peak

receivers.

The results for the performance of peak and quasi-peak receivers for bands A and B are

presented in this section. For ease of referring to the results, each section is immediately followed by

a discussion of the results.

5.1 Measurement of Bimp

Bimp or the impulse bandwidth is defined as,

Bimp =     A(t)max (44) [1]

                         2 G0 X Aimp

where

A(t)max is the peak of the envelope at the IF output of the receiver with an impulse area

Aimp applied at the receiver input. G0 is the gain of the circuit at the center frequency.

An impulse produces a transient response in a receiver and the peak value of this response is

directly proportional to the spectral intensity of the signal and the bandwidth of the receiver.[15]

The frequency spectrum of these impulse signals, which are of very short duration in time, may

exceed the receiver’s resolution bandwidth. The exact bandwidth of the receiver must be known

in order to measure an impulsive signal correctly. [15]

The impulse bandwidth can also be defined as the peak value Up (measured by the receiver)
divided by the pulse spectral density D of the test pulse.

Bimp = Up / D (45) [1]

Bimp can  be  measured  by  comparing  the  rms  values  of  the  responses  to  two  pulses  of

identical amplitude and width but with low and high pulse repetition frequencies (PRFs), when

passed through the same filter. [1] The method described in this section is used to determine the

impulse bandwidth of a measuring receiver without determining the spectral density of the test

pulse. The setup shown in figure 34 for band B has been used to exemplify the method. The same

method was used for band A.
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A pulse-modulated RF signal with a short pulse duration, and with two different PRFs –

one very low and one very high, is applied as input to the measuring receiver. A switch is used to

pulse modulate the incoming sine-wave signal at 20 MHz. The duration of the pulse τ should be

kept small. (Although not specified in CISPR 16-1-1, for band B measurements the impulse area

meets the criterion of the voltage-time product being equal to 0.316 μVs).

Figure 35 shows the pulse-modulated RF signal which is the output of the setup shown

in figure 34. For band B the pulse was chosen to have a width τ (1.58 μs) in time and an amplitude

equal to U1 (200mV). The carrier frequency f0 was chosen as 20 MHz and it is equal to the inverse

of the interval between two peaks of the RF waveform.

In this case, T0 or the interval between two peaks of the RF sine-wave is equal to

T0 = 1 / f0 = 1 /20 x 106 = 5 x 10-8 = 50 ns

The first zero of the spectrum lies at a value of,

f0 + 1/ τ   and f0 - 1/τ

For band B, the first zeroes are at

20 x 106 + 1/ 1.58μ = 20.63 MHz   and

20 x 106 - 1/ 1.58μ = 19.39 MHz

Figures 36 and 37 show the spectrum of the pulse-modulated waveform.

1) In the first step, a pulse with a PRF much higher than the filter bandwidth is fed to the receiver

input. In the case of measurement of Bimp for band B, a PRF of 20 kHz was chosen, which is

more than twice the filter bandwidth (8 kHz). As the repetition frequency of this pulse is higher

than the filter bandwidth, only one spectral component passes through the filter. The IF output

is shown in figure 35. Figures 36 and 39 shows that only one spectral component has passed

through the IF filter. The peak value of the voltage envelope, U2 was observed to be 2.8 mV

from figure 38.

Figure 34. Pulse-modulated RF signal generator
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Figure 35. Pulse-modulated RF signal [1]

2) In the second step as  represented in figure 37,  a  pulse of  PRF much smaller  than the filter

bandwidth is applied as the input. For band B measurement, this PRF was chosen to be 1 kHz.

In the case of low PRF, many spectral components are observed to pass through the 8 kHz IF

filter for band B as shown in figures 37 and 41. The signal in this case appears as a broadband

signal for the IF filter. As the spectral lines have moved close together (because of the low

PRF used), the filter response is nearly equal to the Bimp response. Thus Up = U1 x τ x Bimp,

where Up is the peak of the voltage envelope. From figure 40 Up is determined to be 1.3 mV.

3) The  two  responses  can  be  compared  and  the  value  of  Bimp can be determined exactly. The

receiver can be tuned to the carrier frequency as shown in figures 36 and 37 which in this case

is 20 MHz.

4) With a high PRF, as shown in figure 36, the rms amplitude U2 can be given as U2 = U1 x τ x

fp1 , where fp1 is 20 kHz. With a low PRF, (figure 37) the rms value of the peak of the waveform

can be given as Up = U1 x τ x Bimp. Then Bimp can be calculated as

Bimp = fp1 x Up / U2  (46) [1]

Using the method described above, Bimp is measured for Bands A and B using equation 46.

For band B, this gives

 fp1 = 20 kHz

Bimp = 20x 103 x 1.3m/2.8m = 9285.71 Hz or 9.285 kHz
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 Figure 36. Filtering with Bimp<< PRF [1]

  Figure 37. Filtering with Bimp>> PRF [1]

Similarly for band A, two IF outputs were measured at 10 Hz and 1000 Hz pulse repetition

frequencies. The carrier frequency f0 was chosen as 100 kHz and the pulse width τ was chosen as

13.5 μs. For band A, Up and U2 were measured to be 200 μV and 0.8 mV respectively.

This gives,

Bimp = 1000 x 200 x 10-6/0.8 x 10-3 = 250 Hz

fp >> Bimp

fp << Bimp

Frequency

Frequency
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Figure 38. IF output of the pulse of PRF 20 kHz

              Figure 39.   Spectrum of IF output for pulse of PRF 20 kHz, Bimp<<PRF
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 Figure 40. IF output for pulse of PRF 1 kHz, Bimp>>PRF

             Figure 41. Spectrum of the IF output for pulse of PRF 1 kHz, Bimp>>PRF

5.1.1 Discussion – Measurement of Bimp

  When measuring impulsive signals it is necessary to know the impulse bandwidth of the IF filter.

The 3 dB or 6 dB bandwidth is sufficient when measuring continuous-wave signals. However, when

measuring broadband signals the bandwidth specification is insufficient since the IF filter’s amplitude

and phase response will affect the measurement. The quantity Bimp has been specified in CISPR 16-1-1

as the preferred impulse bandwidth for bands A and B at 210 Hz and 9.45 kHz respectively. These

values differ from the values for Bimp obtained for the two circuits designed – they are 250 Hz and 9.28
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kHz respectively. Both IF filters were designed as stagger-tuned Butterworth band pass filters with the

specified bandwidths of 100-300 Hz for band A and 8-10 kHz for band B with the value of Q being

50.The difference from the preferred impulse bandwidth values does not constitute an error and the exact

values  of  impulse  bandwidths  can  always  be  quoted  while  making  all  measurements.  This  is  in

accordance with CISPR recommendations. [1] Therefore, the CISPR impulse bandwidth requirements

have been met by the design of the IF filters.

5.2 Bandwidth of IF Filters

In the design of IF filters for both bands A and B, the first IF filter was not designed according to

any specifications. The filter bandwidth was chosen by using the lowest Q possible while at the same

time limiting the amount  of  signal  power entering the mixers.  The responses of  these IF filters  were

further improved by using different values of resistances in the circuit till the desired frequency

responses shown in figures 27, 29 and 33 were achieved. Since an optimizer cannot be run with the

version of OrCAD used for this study, the corrections were achieved manually by running simulations

for different values.

I. Band A

The first IF filter at 200 kHz was designed for a bandwidth of 4 kHz but was found to have

a 6-dB bandwidth of 3 kHz. The second IF filter at 5 kHz was designed for a bandwidth of

100 Hz. However, it was observed that the 6-dB bandwidth was around 200 Hz.

II. Band B

 The first IF filter at 50 MHz was designed with a bandwidth of 500 kHz and no deviations

were observed. For the second IF filter at 300 kHz, which was designed for a bandwidth of

9 kHz, the 6-dB bandwidth was measured at 8 kHz.

5.2.1 Discussion - Bandwidth of IF Filters

It was seen for nearly all of the IF filters designed with the multiple feedback stagger tuned topology

that the 6-dB bandwidth was lower than the one the filters were originally designed for. This is related

to the value of α used in the design of these filters. Since the value of α was known for only Q = 1, 10,

25, 50, 75 and 100, the value at Q = 50 was used in the designing of the circuits. This value of α is 1.006.

However, the values of resistances were later adjusted to obtain the desired responses. This has led to a

difference in the bandwidths and gain of the filters. Hence the final values of the 6-dB bandwidths of all

IF filters are different from the ones they were originally designed for.

By repeatedly measuring the responses of the filters with different values of resistances, the

desired bandwidth characteristics were achieved. This method is similar to running the optimization tool
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found in certain simulation software. This part had to be done manually in OrCAD and was only based

on trial and error. The CISPR bandwidth requirements for the final IF filters have been completely met

by the design of the filters for bands A and B.

5.3 Input Signal Range of Receiver-Results and Discussion

The input range for both band A and B circuits is the linear operating range over which an increase

in the input level corresponds to a proportional increase in the output. Both circuits employ two mixers

which reach compression beyond certain values of the input signal range. Hence the compression point

for the mixers was determined first. With the local oscillator input kept constant, the RF input signal

was varied over  a  range of  approximately 25 dB.  Over most  part  of  the range,  for  a  variation in the

amplitude of the RF signal there was an equally large variation in the amplitude of the IF signal.

However at a certain level of the RF input, the corresponding gain in the IF signal was not seen and at

this  point  the mixer  started to deviate  from linearity.  This  is  the 1 dB compression point.   The 1 dB

compression point determines the level below which the mixer is to be operated. Compression was

reached in mixers for input signal levels exceeding 350 mV. The 1 dB compression point was

determined exactly and is shown in Appendix E.  In addition, it was ensured that the gain circuits

employed after the first IF filters were not sending the second mixer into compression.

Table 12 lists the values of the RF and LO signal levels along with the mixer operating levels. It

is to be noted that the RF input levels are not the actual mixer input levels. The RF input is first attenuated

by the prefilter circuits before being mixed with the oscillator signal. No requirements have been stated

in CISPR 16-1-1 for the linear dynamic range of circuits.

Band A Band B

Minimum RF input (mV) 25 50

Maximum RF input (mV) 300 300

Input attenuation (approx.

dB)

<1 > 8 (with prefilter)

<1 (without prefilter)

First Mixer Oscillator

Signal Level (mV)

300 350

Second Mixer Oscillator

Signal Level (mV)

300 300

Input Signal Range (dB) 21 dB 15 dB

Table 12. Input signal range for bands A and B receivers
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5.4 Amplitude Relationship for Quasi-Peak Detectors

As stated earlier in section 3.4 (a) the measuring receiver should be calibrated to have same

responses for a 2 mV sine-wave signal and for standard pulses defined in table 1. The responses to both

these types of signals are measured and then the correction factor is applied.

First, the IF output for a 2mV rms signal and of the same frequency as that used for the pulse

measurements is recorded. Then a pulse of the specified pulse area (listed in table 1) is applied at the

receiver input and the IF output is again observed. If the IF output is higher than the 2 mV rms signal,

then attenuation is applied till the output reaches the same level as the 2 mV signal. Otherwise a gain is

applied at the IF for the output to reach the same level. The calibration factor K can then be determined

by the gain/attenuation applied.

I. Band A

For the band A receiver circuit, the IF output of the sine-wave signal of 2 mV (rms) of

frequency 75 kHz is

V2mV =  450 μV

The IF output for a pulse of impulse area 13.5μVs (at 75 kHz) and PRF 25 Hz is

V 13.5μVs = 220 μV

Therefore,

Ueq = K.│U(ω)│.1

450 x 10-6 = K. 220 x 10-6        or

K = 450 x 10-6 / 220 x10-6 = 2.045

Thus a gain of K = 2.045 is required at the input of the quasi-peak detector circuit.

II. Band B

Similarly for band B, the IF output for a sine-wave of rms amplitude 2mV at 20 MHz is

measured at 2.6 mV. The response of a standard pulse of voltage area 0.316 μVs and PRF 100 Hz

was measured at  the IF output.  It  was measured at  8.6 mV. Thus the calibration factor  K can be

given as

 V2mV = 2.6 mV, V0.316μVs = 8.6 mV

2.6 x 10-3 = 8.6 x 10-3 x K x1

K = 2.6 x 10-3 / 8.6 x 10-3 = 0.3

Thus the quasi-peak receiver should have a factor of 0.3 incorporated into the response of

a pulse of impulse area 0.316 μVs and PRF 100 Hz. This factor has been provided as attenuation

at the input of the quasi-peak detector in the circuit.
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5.4.1 Discussion – Amplitude Relationship for Quasi-Peak Detectors

As a result of the preceding discussion, a gain of 2.045 is required at the IF output in the band A

circuit. A voltage gain circuit has been added at the input to the detector. With the gain, the response of

the detector to a standard pulse of PRF 25 Hz, width 135 μs and amplitude 100 mV (keeping the voltage-

time ratio of 13.5 μVs constant) is equal to the response of a 2mV signal. The detector circuit is shown

in figure 42.

The band B quasi-peak detector was corrected by a factor of 0.3 with an attenuation circuit added

at the input. The detector response to a standard pulse of PRF 100 Hz, width 3.16 μs and amplitude 100

mV (keeping the voltage-time ratio of 0.316 μVs constant) was made equal to the response for a sine-

wave signal of rms value 2 mV. The detector circuit for band B is shown in figure 43. Thus the CISPR

16-1-1 requirements for the calibration of detectors have been met by the steps for calibration of

detectors.

In  addition  to  increasing  the  gain  at  several  points  in  each  of  the  circuits,  the  prefilters  were

removed while calibrating the two circuits. This was done to obtain the IF output for the 2 mV sine-

wave signal (which is below the input range for both circuits) which was very low in amplitude. The

same settings were then used in the second step while measuring the IF responses of the standard pulse

signals. While the two receiver circuits can be used to measure continuous-wave signals down to 2 mV

(rms) without using prefilters, the responses obtained are very low in amplitude.

Figure 42. Quasi Peak Detector – band A

Figure 43. Quasi-Peak Detector – band B
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5.5 Relative Pulse Response of Peak and Quasi-Peak Detectors

For both bands A and B, the response of the measuring receiver to pulses of impulse area, 1.4/Bimp

mVs, should be equal to the response of an unmodulated sine-wave of rms value 2 mV.

The impulse bandwidth, Bimp has been measured for both band A and band B circuits and was

found to be 250 Hz and 9.28 kHz respectively. Table 4 shows the preferred bandwidth that may be used

as  Bimp for the measurements along with the ratio between the responses for peak and quasi-peak

detectors.

Using the values of Bimp obtained, the impulse area for the pulses to be used for calibration of the

peak detectors is obtained as:

For band A

1.4 / 0.25 x 103 = 5.6 x 10-3 mVs or 5.6 μVs

             For band B,

             1.4/ 9.28 x 103 = 0.150 x 10-3 mVs or 0.150 μVs

I. Band A

The IF response of the band A circuit to a 2 mV sine-wave signal has been measured at 450

μV. The IF response of the same circuit to a pulse of width 56 μs, amplitude 100 mV (keeping

the voltage-time product 5.6 μVs constant) and PRF 25 Hz is then measured. It is equal to 170

μV.

V2mV = 450 μV,  V5.6μVs = 170 μV

Thus the response of the peak detector for band A has the calibration factor K equal to

Ueq = K│U(ω)│.1

450 x 10-6 = K. 170 x 10-6

K = 2.64

The peak detector for band A has a gain of 2.64 at the input of the detector. The response

of the peak detector is shown in figure 44. Compared with the response of the quasi-peak detector,

the peak response is 6.3 dB higher.

II. Band B

Following the same reasoning for band B,

V2mV = 2.6 mV, V0.150μVs = 4mV

Ueq = K│U (ω) │.1

2.6 x 10-3 = K. 4 x 10-3

K = 0.65
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The peak detector for band B has an attenuation of 0.65 at the input of the detector. The

response of the peak detector is shown in figure 45. Compared with the response of the quasi-

peak detector, the peak response is 6.7 dB higher.

Figure 44. Quasi-Peak and Peak Detector Responses to Standard Pulses for Band A

Figure 45. Quasi-Peak and Peak Detector Responses to Standard Pulses for Band B

5.5.1 Discussion – Relative Pulse Response of Peak and Quasi-Peak Detectors

From figure 44, it can be seen that the peak and quasi-peak responses for the band A circuit rise

to their final values with a time delay. This is in keeping with the rise times of the quasi-peak detector

in band A being specified at 45 ms. The difference between the responses of the peak and quasi-peak

detector is about 6.3 dB. This differs with the recommended value of 6.1 dB. The detector may have

Peak

Quasi-Peak

Peak

Quasi-Peak
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settled at a final higher or lower value if the simulation could be run for a longer length of time. This

could not be attempted as the running time for each simulation was very high and an approximation has

been made for these measurements.

Similarly, it can be observed from figure 45 that the peak and quasi-peak detector responses for

band B differ in magnitude by 6.7 dB. This again differs with the recommended value of 6.6 dB. The

difference in case of band B is 0.1 dB for the relative responses of the peak and quasi-peak detectors.

As the simulation could not be run for a longer time to observe the final values, an approximation has

been made for the band B circuit also. Thus the CISPR requirements for the relative pulse response ratio

of peak and quasi-peak detectors cannot be determined with absolute certainty.

5.6 Response to Pulses

The quasi-peak receiver’s response to pulses of the specified impulse area is given in table 2 for

bands A and B. For band A, figure 46 is the response to a 13.5 μVs pulse with PRF equal to 25 Hz.

Similarly, the quasi-peak receiver’s responses to standard pulses of varying PRFs defined for

band B are measured. The results are given in table 12. Figure 47 shows the response of the quasi-peak

detector for band B to a pulse of voltage-time product equal to 0.316 μVs and PRF equal to 100 Hz.

For comparison with CISPR requirements, the entries in blue in table 13 correspond to the CISPR

values while the entries in black correspond to the values obtained from the model of the measuring

receiver.

5.6.1 Discussion- Response to Pulses

      The values in table 13 were obtained from measurements of standard pulses of varying pulse

repetition frequencies for bands A and B. First the reference measurements were made – measurements

for standard pulses of PRF 25 Hz and 100 Hz for bands A and B respectively. Then the measurements

for  quasi-peak  indication  were  completed  for  varying  PRFs.  As  can  be  seen  from  the  table,  the

measurements correspond to the CISPR values specified in nearly all cases. For band B, measurements

at 2 Hz and 1 Hz PRF were in error as the simulation could not be run for a suitable length of time.

Hence these have not been provided in the table. For maintaining uniformity in all measurements, the

simulation was run for a minimum of 4 time periods for each value of PRF in the table. The values of 2

Hz and 1 Hz could not be run for the required length of time.

The response to pulses is dependent on the IF filter responses and the quasi-peak detector

response. Since these two factors are the same in all measurements (separately for bands A and B), it

can be concluded from the results given in table 13 that the calibration of the quasi-peak detector

corresponds to requirements. For band A the quasi-peak detector has a charging time constant of 45 ms

and a discharging constant of 500 ms. The band B detector has charging and discharging time constants

of 1 ms and 160 ms respectively. Since the design of the detectors corresponds exactly to these
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requirements, nearly all measurements are the same as CISPR values.

Figure 48 shows the comparison between the peak and quasi-peak responses for band A.

The peak response is highlighted in red and the quasi-peak response is shown in blue. Depending on the

PRF, the peak and quasi-peak responses settle  at  their  final  values.  The response shown in figure 48

corresponds to a PRF of 100 Hz.

         Figure 46. Quasi-Peak Detector Response to 13.5 μVs pulse of reference PRF 25 Hz - band A

          Figure 47. Quasi-Peak Detector Response to 0.316 μVs pulse of reference PRF 100 Hz - band B
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Figure 48. Peak and quasi-peak responses for band A

Repetition

Frequency

(Hz)

Relative equivalent in dB of pulse for band
Band A (CISPR)

9 kHz to 150 kHz
Band A

Results

Band B (CISPR)

150 kHz to 30 MHz
Band B

Results

1000 NA -4.5 ± 1.0 -3.52

100 -4.0 ± 1.0 -4.1 0 (ref.) 0

60 -3.0 ± 1.0 -3.5 —

25 0 (ref.) 0 —

20 — + 6.5 ± 1.0 +5.67

10 + 4.0 ±  1.0 +5.2 +10.0 ± 1.5 +8.97

5 + 7.5 ± 1.5 +9.9* —

2 + 13.0 ± 2.0 +14.80 + 20.5 ± 2.0 Indeterminable

1 + 17.0 ± 2.0 +15.80 + 22.5 ± 2.0 Indeterminable

Table 13. Response of Quasi-Peak Measuring Receiver to standard pulses (bands A and B)

The only deviation in values was seen for band A at 5 Hz PRF for 9.9 dB. This is higher than the

CISPR value by +0.9 dB. This measurement was repeated but gave nearly the same result. The cause of

this single deviation cannot be explained with certainty. It is at this single point where the CISPR

requirement for relative amplitude of quasi-peak receivers is not met. The pulse response for the other

two PRFs of 2 Hz and 1 Hz for band B cannot be determined with accuracy.
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5.7 Selectivity

The selectivity of the measuring receiver should lie within the limits given in figures 6 and 7. For

band  A,  the  selectivity  is  defined  at  a  number  of  points,  e.g.  at  45  Hz  off  mid-band,  the  attenuation

should be within 1.5 dB. At 110 Hz off mid-band, the selectivity is given as 6 dB. Similarly, for band

B, the selectivity at 2 kHz off mid-band (from the final IF) is 1.5 dB and at 5 kHz off mid-band it is 6

dB. Tables 14 and 15 present some values for selectivity for bands A and B respectively. These are to

be compared with the values in figures 6 and 7.

Frequency off

mid-band

CISPR

Selectivity

Measured

Selectivity

         -90 Hz -6 dB -5.83 dB

- 80 Hz -5 dB -4.83 dB

-70 Hz -4 dB -4.04 dB

- 45 Hz -1.5 dB -1.02 dB

+30 Hz -1 dB -0.8 dB

+45 Hz -1.5 dB -1.06 dB

+70 Hz -4 dB -4.04 dB

+90 Hz -6 dB -5.94 dB

Table 14. Selectivity of Measuring Receiver band A

 Figure 49. Selectivity of Measuring Receiver band A – comparison of receiver model
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5.7.1 Discussion- Selectivity

From the results obtained for selectivity in tables 14 and 15, it can be seen that the selectivity is

within the limits defined. Selectivity is governed by the IF filter for both bands A and B. Figures 49 and

50 show the exact responses of the IF filters. The red dots indicate the receiver models’ response. In all

cases, the selectivity (as indicated by the red dots) lies between the maximum and minimum values of

selectivity for the CISPR receivers.

Frequency off

mid-band

CISPR

Selectivity

Measured

Selectivity

         -5kHz -6 dB -4.8 dB

-4 kHz -6 dB -3.62 dB

-2 kHz -1.5 dB -1.21 dB

-1 kHz -1.0 dB -0.6 dB

+1 kHz -1.0 dB -1.05 dB

+2 kHz -1.5 dB -1.7 dB

+4 kHz -6 dB -3.62 dB

+5 kHz -6 dB -3.71 dB

Table 15. Selectivity of Measuring Receiver band B

From the  results  for  selectivity,  it  can  be  concluded  that  the  IF  filters  meet  all  the  requirements  for

selectivity as specified by CISPR 16-1-1.

Figure 50. Selectivity of Measuring Receiver band B – comparison of receiver model

5.8 Intermediate Frequency Rejection Ratio

The Intermediate  Frequency Rejection Ratio is  a  measure of  how much the receiver  is  able  to
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reject the IF frequency in the presence of wanted signals at the input. Both circuits, i.e. band A and band

B, were provided with inputs in their respective ranges. Their corresponding IF outputs were measured

with the receiver tuned to detect the input frequency. Then the IF frequency, i.e. 5 kHz for band A and

300 kHz for band B, at 50mV/200 mV was provided as the input. Again the final IF outputs were

measured with the receiver tuned to the input frequency used in the first step. Following this step, the

IF input was increased to achieve the same output levels as the input signals used in the first step. The

results are given in tables 16 and 17 for band A and B circuits.

For band A, the input signals provided were in the range 9 kHz to 150 kHz. The first oscillator

signal which is tunable was varied between 209 kHz to 350 kHz, producing the first IF at 200 kHz. The

final IF level produced was measured at 5 kHz.

Similarly, for the band B circuit, the final IF at 300 kHz was measured with the input signal varied

between 150 kHz to 30 MHz. The LO frequency was varied between 50.150 MHz to 80 MHz. Table 17

provides the levels of the IF signal measured at each frequency.

5.8.1 Discussion - Intermediate Frequency Rejection Ratio

 In measuring the rejection ratio offered by the receiver circuits, the input levels for the IF signals (5

kHz and 300 kHz) were increased and the outputs observed for each increase. At a certain input level,

the IF output did not show any increase. This was the level at which the mixers reached compression.

As can be observed from tables 16 and 17 (column 4), increasing the signal level at the IF frequency

when it was applied as the input did not increase the IF output levels correspondingly as the mixer

reached compression. In addition, the input range is also limited by the op-amp models used in the circuit

which do not work with voltages above 15V.

The input range of the circuits was exceeded and the IF rejection ratio could not be directly

measured. Instead, the ratio of the IF output obtained with the wanted input signals, to the IF obtained

with 5 kHz/300 kHz applied as input was calculated. This process was repeated with the receiver tuned

to detect different input frequencies (column 1) in each step.

For band A, the 5 kHz as well as the 200 kHz intermediate frequencies do not fall within the range

of allowed signals. These are filtered out by the prefilter circuits. They do not appear at levels that are

high enough to mix with the oscillator signals to produce a measureable IF output. Hence their IF

response is very low over the entire range of operation for band A. Also, increasing the level of these

signals to produce a measurable IF output cannot be achieved. In all cases, the rejection ratio was above

40 dB as specified in CISPR 16-1-1.
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1.Input

frequency

( at

50mV)

2. LO

frequency

3.IF Output

with receiver

tuned to

detect freq.1

4. Input  level

required at 5

kHz to

produce same

output as (3)

5.IF output

for input at

5 kHz ,

50mV

6.  Ratio

(5)/(3) dB

10 kHz 210 kHz 9 mV input range

exceeded

80 μV -41.02 dB

20 kHz 220 kHz 13 mV input range

exceeded

60 μV -46.71 dB

50 kHz 250 kHz 10 mV input range ex. 20 μV -53.97 dB

75 kHz 275 kHz 4 mV input range ex. 5 μV -58.06 dB

100 kHz 300 kHz  4 mV input range ex. 5 μV -58.06 dB

125 kHz 325 kHz  3 mV input range ex.        6 μV -53.97 dB

150 kHz 350 kHz  3 mV input range ex. 7 μV -52.64 dB

Table 16. Intermediate Frequency Rejection for band A

1.Input

frequency

(at

200mV)

2. LO

frequency

3. IF Output

with receiver

tuned to detect

freq.1

4. Input level

required at 300

kHz to produce

same output as

(3)

5.IF

output for

input at

300k ,

500mV

6. Ratio

(5)/(3) dB

5 MHz 55 MHz 16 mV input range

exceeded

45 μV -51.01 dB

10 MHz 60 MHz 18 mV input range

exceeded

30 μV -55.56 dB

20 MHz 70 MHz 36 mV input range

exceeded

 40 μV -59.08 dB

25 MHz 75 MHz 23 mV input range

exceeded

 70 μV -50.33 dB

30 MHz 80 MHz 44 mV input range

exceeded

 60 μV -57.30 dB

Table 17. Intermediate Frequency Rejection for band B
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In the case of  band B,  the first  IF at  50 MHz does not  lie  within the range of  operation and is

rejected  by  the  prefilter  circuits.  Hence  the  50  MHz  signal  appears  at  very  low  levels  (cannot  be

accurately measured) at the output of the first IF filter when the receiver is tuned to detect other incoming

frequencies. The 300 kHz signal is the final IF and can also be present in the input range of frequencies

for band B. However with the receiver tuned to detect other frequencies, the IF response produced by

the 300 kHz signal is very low. The first IF filter at 50 MHz offers high attenuation over its 500 kHz

pass band. The rejection ratio is very high for the unwanted frequencies and is more than 50 dB in every

case.

All CISPR requirements for intermediate frequency rejection ratio can be said to have been met

for bands A and B. In cases where the ratio could not be determined exactly, e.g. for frequencies less

than 5 MHz for band B, it can be reasonably concluded that the ratio is higher than 40 dB.

5.9 Image Frequency Rejection Ratio

For all image frequencies, the ratio of the input at the image frequency to that at the wanted input

frequency that produces the same output at the measuring receiver should not be less than 40 dB. This

requirement deals with the ability of the measuring receiver to reject image frequencies in the presence

of desired frequencies. For example, in the band B circuit the first IF is produced at 50 MHz. For any

input signal in the band B range, i.e. 150 kHz to 30 MHz, the first local oscillator can be tuned to values

between 50.150 MHz to 80 MHz to produce the IF response at 50 MHz. However, input signals such as

500 kHz and 100.5 MHz both produce a response at 50 MHz when mixed with an oscillator signal of

50.5 MHz. The 100.5 MHz signal is the undesired signal which may enter the system and produce the

image response at 50 MHz. Prefiltering in the band B circuit filters out all frequencies above 30 MHz.

The image responses at the outputs of both the IF filters should be at a minimum or lower than 40 dB as

stated by the requirement. The same reasoning applies in case of band A where the input ranges between

9 kHz and 150 kHz. With the oscillator tuned to frequencies in the range 209 kHz to 350 kHz, the first

IF is produced at 200 kHz. The image frequencies will then lie in the range 409 kHz to 550 kHz which

are filtered out by the prefiltering included in the circuit and the two IF responses will be at a minimum.

The IF responses for band A and band B circuits are given in tables 18 and 19 respectively along

with  the  IF  responses  for  the  image  frequencies.  The  ratio  of  the  desired  input  level  and  the

corresponding IF response is then compared with the ratio of the image input level to the image IF

response.

5.9.1 Discussion- Image Frequency Rejection Ratio

From tables 18 and 19 it can be seen that many image responses for band A and band B circuits

could  not  be  determined.  The  IF  response  for  the  image  frequencies  was  very  low and  could  not  be

measured with accuracy. Mostly, the image response was 60 dB below the desired input IF response.
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The filtering offered by the prefilter circuits has been the main factor in the lowering of image response

levels.

Input

Freque

ncy

(100

mV)

Receiver

Tuned to

Image

Frequen

cy

IF level at 200 kHz IF level at 5 kHz

Input

Freq.

Image

Freq.

Rejection

Ratio

Input

Freq.

Image

Freq.

Rejection

Ratio

10 kHz 210 kHz 410 kHz 15 mV < 0.5 μV Indetermina

ble

20 mV < 0.5 μV Not

measurable

25 kHz 225 kHz 425 kHz 46 mV < 0.5 μV Indetermina

ble

20 mV 14 μV -63 dB

50 kHz 250 kHz 450 kHz 33 mV < 0.5 μV Indetermina

ble

16 mV < 0.5 μV Not

measurable

75 kHz 275 kHz 475 kHz 30 μV < 1 μV Indetermina

ble

14 mV < 1 μV Not

measurable

100

kHz

300 kHz 500 kHz 21 mV 14 μV -63 dB 9 mV < 0.5 μV Not

measurable

125

kHz

325 kHz 525 kHz 21 mV 14 μV -63 dB 9 mV < 1 μV Not

measurable

150

kHz

350 kHz 550 kHz 19 mV 15 μV -62 dB 8.5 mV <1 μV Not

measurable

 Table 18. Image Frequency Rejection Ratio for band A

Also, the choice of a first high IF frequency ensures that the image is at least 2IF away from the desired

signal  and the image can be rejected by low pass filtering at  the input.  The high first  IF of  50 MHz

implies that the image for any incoming frequency in the 150 kHz to 30 MHz range (for band B) has an

image that is 2IF away or in the range 100.150 MHz to 130 MHz.  Similarly for band A, choosing a high

first IF of 200 kHz for the 9 kHz to 150 kHz input range, implies that the image is in the range 409-550

kHz which is 2IF away from every input.

CISPR requirements related to image frequency rejection ratio have been completely met

for bands A and B. In most cases, they have been measured at 40 dB or higher. In cases where the ratio

could not be determined exactly, as in the case for band A, it can be reasonably concluded that the ratio

is greater than 40 dB from the levels of IF signals observed.
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Input

Freque

ncy

(100

mV)

Receive

r

Tuned

to

Image

Frequen

cy

IF level at 50 MHz IF level at 300 kHz

Input

Freq.

Image

Freq.

Rejection

Ratio

Input

Freq.

Image

Freq.

Rejection

Ratio

1 MHz 51 MHz 101 MHz 25 mV 10 μV -67.95 dB 30 mV indetermin

able

Indetermina

ble

5 MHz 55 MHz 105 MHz 20 mV 2.3 μV -78.78 dB 1.5 mV 3.4 μV -52.89 dB

10 MHz 60 MHz 110 MHz 22 mV 20 μV -60.82 dB 2.2 mV 3 μV -57.30 dB

20 MHz 70 MHz 120 MHz 37 mV 21 μV -64.91 dB 3.2 mV 3.4 μV -59.47 dB

25 MHz 75 MHz 125 MHz 65 mV 21 μV -69.81 dB 5.4 mV 3.2 μV -64.54 dB

30 MHz 80 MHz 130 MHz 80 mV 22 μV -71.21 dB 6.2 mV 3.2 μV -65.74 dB

                          Table 19. Image Frequency Rejection Ratio for band B

6. Conclusions

This section presents an overview of the thesis work undertaken, a brief summary of the main results -

where the results achieved are compared with CISPR 16-1-1 requirements for EMI receivers, limitations

of the model and ideas for improvements and future projects. Table 20 presents the main results for the

receiver models for bands A and B. It also lists the relevant data and figures from which these results

have been derived. The results achieved with the model have been listed as completely met, or not

having met the CISPR requirements. Wherever there are one or two points of deviation from CISPR

requirements the results have been listed as not met. In some instances, where the simulations could not

be run for the required length of time and the results are unavailable, the result is listed as “cannot be

determined exactly”.

Parameter/

Specification

BAND A BAND B

CISPR

Spec.

Value(s)

obtained

with model

Results

Data

CISPR

Spec.

Value(s)

obtained

with model

Results

Data

1.Bandwidth of IF

filter
100 Hz to

300 Hz

200 Hz

Meets

requirements

Figure

29,

Section

4.3 (I),

8 kHz to

10 kHz

8 kHz

Meets

requirements

Figure

33,

Section

4.3 (I),
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Section

5.2

Section

5.2
2.Impulse

Bandwidth, Bimp

0.210 x

103 Hz

(preferred)

0.250 x 103

Hz

Meets

requirements

Section

5.1

9.45 x 103

Hz

(preferred)

9.28 x 103

Hz

Meets

requirements

Section

5.1

3.Quasi-Peak

Detector Charging

Time Constant

45 ms 45 ms

Meets

requirements

Section

4.4 (I)

1 ms 1ms

Meets

requirements

Section

4.4 (II)

4.Quasi-Peak

Detector

Discharging Time

Constant

500 ms 500 ms

Meets

requirements

Section

4.4 (I)

160 ms 160 ms

Meets

requirements

Section

4.4 (II)

5.Ratio :Peak

Detector Charging

Time Constant/

Discharging Time

Constant

1.89 x 104 1.89 x 104

Meets

requirements

Section

4.4 (I),

1.25 x 106 1.25 x 106

Meets

requirements

Section

4.4(II),

6.Selectivity Specified

in Figure

6

Meets

requirements

Section

5.7,

Table

14,

Figure

48

Specified

in

Figure 7

Meets

requirements

Section

5.7,

Table

15,

Figure

49
7.Quasi-Peak

Relative Amplitude

Response to

Standard Pulses

Specified

in Table 3

Does not

meet

requirements

for some

values

Section

5.6,

Figure

46,

Table

13

Specified

in Table 3

Cannot be

determined

exactly

Section

5.6,

Figure

47,

Table

13

8.Relative

Amplitude Response

of Peak and Quasi-

Peak Detectors to

Standard Pulses

Specified

in Table 5

Cannot be

determined

exactly

Section

5.5 (I),

Figure

44

Specified

in Table 5

Cannot be

determined

exactly

Section

5.5

(II),

Figure

45
9.Intermediate > 40 dB > 40 dB for Section >40 dB > 40 dB for Section
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Frequency Rejection

ratio
values tested

Meets

requirements

5.8,

Table

16

values tested

Meets

requirements

5.8,

Table

17
10.Image Frequency

Rejection Ratio
>40 dB > 40 dB for

values tested

Meets

requirements

Section

5.9,

Table

18

>40 dB > 40 dB for

values tested

Meets

requirements

Section

5.9,

Table

19

Table 20. Summary of results achieved with receiver models for bands A and B

6.1 Summary of Achieved Results

From the results provided in table 20, the following can be inferred:

1. The receiver models for bands A and B have completely met the CISPR 16-1-1 requirements

for bandwidth of IF filters (1), impulse bandwidths (2), charging and discharging times for

quasi-peak detectors (3) and (4), ratio of discharging and charging times for peak detectors (5),

selectivity (6), intermediate frequency rejection (9) and image frequency rejection (10).

2. The requirements for quasi-peak relative amplitude response to standard pulses could not be

determined exactly owing to the long period of time over which the simulation had to be run.

When the simulation was run for a long period of time, errors due to insufficient memory of the

PC came up.

3. Similarly,  the  requirements  for  the  ratio  of  the  amplitude  response  of  peak  and  quasi-peak

detectors could not be determined exactly owing to the length of time over which the simulation

had to be run to obtain accurate results.

4. The CISPR 16-1-1 requirements studied in this thesis do not cover all the requirements for EMI

receivers as stated in the standards documents. The thesis was an attempt to simplify the working

of an EMI receiver and at the same time analyze emissions data with a high degree of accuracy.

Some requirements relate to the emissions from the EMI receiver and as such are not applicable

to the models developed as part of this thesis.

 6.2 Applications of the Receiver Models for Bands A and B

This section highlights some areas where the receiver models developed for bands A and B may

be applied to study the nature of radiated interference from convertor stations.

• The receiver model provides information about how a specific frequency component varies in

time and amplitude. By tuning the receiver at the frequency of interest the corresponding IF

output can be studied for variations in amplitude. The IF frequency output of the receiver shows

how a single frequency component varies in time and amplitude. Using the IF output, the exact
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instances in time when the radiated energy suddenly rises can be pin-pointed.

• The receiver models can also be used to study fast and slowly varying signals, intermittent

disturbances, and unsteady narrowband disturbances. Using modeled data, such as irregularly

spaced pulses or pulses with very high rise times, the quasi-peak outputs can be observed and

the time variation of these signals can be studied in detail. Mostly, CISPR theory applies to

pulses of defined voltage-time relationship and spaced at regular intervals. The receiver model

can be used to calculate the peak and quasi-peak responses for irregular signals.

• By sweeping the frequency of the first local oscillator over a range, the peak outputs for different

frequencies can be compared. This is similar to a quick, first peak scanning performed at test

sites to ascertain the frequency ranges where the radiated interference exceeds specified limits.

With these receiver models however, only relative levels of different signals can be determined.

 While the models can be applied in the instances mentioned here, there are some instances where the

models cannot be correctly applied or only applied in a limited capacity. Some limitations of the receiver

models seen in this thesis are:

• The input range of the models being limited to 50 mV - 300 mV, the range of incoming signals

have to be attenuated before being used in the model. The levels practically encountered are

often much above the input range specified and require scaling and conversion before being

used in the model.

• The  models  developed  could  not  accurately  detect  signals  which  were  low in  amplitude  and

some method of dynamically applying gain has to be developed.

• The models do not provide information about the absolute amplitudes of the signal levels studied

and hence they cannot be used as true EMI receivers to determine if the radiated interference

exceeds the specified limits.

• The receiver models require long running times for simulations which are over 100 ms. This is

partly  due  to  the  hardware  and  also  due  to  the  way  in  which  the  OrCAD  software  package

handles data.

6.3 Enhancements for the Receiver Model and Future Projects

Some improvements for the receiver model have already been brought out in earlier sections

which relate to extending the input range for signals, and lowering noise through improvements in filters

etc. Some other enhancements may be added in the following areas:

• A scheme for limiting the input frequency range in the form of small tunable filters may

be added for the receivers. This is important for band B where the signal range extends

from 150 kHz to 30 MHz. By providing additional prefiltering at the input, the receivers’

response can be made more accurate as only a small range of signals can be observed at

any one time. Small filters extending over band B may be added at the input if a PCB
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implementation is being attempted. The filtering is not required for band A as the range

of signals is limited to 150 kHz.

• A scheme for gain control at the input is also necessary if signals of varying amplitudes

are to be studied. Automatic gain control may be implemented in the receiver circuit to

set the mixer levels and prevent them from going into compression.

The above mentioned enhancements will add to the capability of the receiver models

developed in this thesis work. While the receiver models developed in this study have been able to

successfully mimic the functioning of an advanced EMI receiver, they do so with limited capability.

There is no gain control and the dynamic range is also limited. However, they have been shown to

accurately represent radiated energy in time-domain through the IF outputs and can be applied to study

relative levels for different frequency signals. Furthermore, the models have added to the understanding

of the functioning of EMI receivers. A MATLAB model can be built using this model as its basis. The

MATLAB model will not suffer from the drawback of long simulation times required for analyzing data.

In all the OrCAD model of an EMI receiver has been successful in meeting most CISPR

requirements, in analyzing irregular, fast-varying pulses and capturing the time-domain behavior of

radiated emissions.
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APPENDIX A

Band A Schematic
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APPENDIX B

Band B Schematic
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APPENDIX C

Values of alpha for different filter types and Q values
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APPENDIX D

*SPICE model for HSMS-820x
*The parameters are for a single diode (HSMS-8101).
Parameters also apply
*to the individual diodes within multiple diode configurations.
*
.SUBCKT hsms820x2 1 2
DCD1    1     2      DMOD
.MODEL  DMOD D(IS=4.6E-8, CJO=0.18E-12, VJ=.65, BV=7.3, IBV=10E-5
+ EG=0.69, N=1.09, RS=6, XTI=2, M=0.5, FC=0.5)
.ENDS
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.MODEL 1PS10SB82 D
IS = 1.042E-8
N = 1.029 + BV = 17
IBV = 0.001
RS = 5.567
CJO = 9.779E-13
VJ = 0.2925
M = 0.194
FC = 0.5
EG = 0.69
XTI = 2
.ENDS
*
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APPENDIX E

                            1 dB Compression Point for Mixers

The 1 dB compression point corresponds to the value of RF voltage = 400 mV.

The corresponding IF output is at 31 mV.
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